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THE IMPACT'OF MICROCOMPUTERS,

Challancia of the Chip
Little more than ft de nde 00, hand -11010 calculators spelt the demise of
the slide rule, (Mier antaniltiesTh follow were the mathematical tables

used by all students for fipding squares, rqots, reciroaols, logo, and trig
atlas:It is a strange irony that an order placed'by a Japanese ealealator
rnanufaettor, sot in oration the research that. WAS to .10'ad the Intel
Corporation in 1971 to succeed in producing, toll A single chip, the
circuitry it ,"perform these arithmetic 4Inctions, And'so.the calculator'.
which hitd briefly heralded changes ln mathematics 'teaching IN, in turn,
being supplanted by4machines that may change the very nature of the

' educational ,system' (Clarke, quoted in Maddison, 1989:17),
The first computer on a 'hip--tha'Altair'microco 4taroppeared

on the market in kit form ti 975, By 1977 companies like cpmmodoso,
. .Apple, and Radio Shack Vnited,States of Amerlila had produced

their.first models Qf w ct beginning to ,1?e called the personal
computer.` Many other co nfeiiAnt9red the.:market in the f011owing

year's, fainiliar names like 'Atar14,,aelte'xas Instruments in'the, United'
States and',. in Britain, Acorrit'.V.akers of Ile BBC and 'Electron.
.microcomputersj, Research Machineil Limited, and Sinclair,, In 1981
the largest compute!' company in the world, IBM, entered dukpersonal
computer market, which indicated.. the impact .mierqcompliters were

haying, the businesS, ed4ation, and horria 'fieldS. Such was the
. contint impact that, in Janufm'Y.1983,. Time magazine' nominated the

major newsmall, land 'greatest influenCe for good or eyil'
c°711*

.

fOr the, eding year.'
Whak been the impaci'Of the microcomputer in the claWoom?. .

. Caelli 9), while noting the implicatiSasl: "ddeation of what he

called microcomputer revolution, rePorted ho revolutions taking

place in Australian classrooms. Three --ears` r, S,iety(1982a:1)
observed that 'the average Australian rooin. Is. still largely---
untouched by the impact of the corn der'. in the use

'`af. computers in Schools and infers ioR.),,teehnolhyvaccelerate'd in

1,983-84, to, judge from computer d 'vibes at all levels.
As is detailed in the chapters w, the Cormhonwealth

SChools:COmmission (1983a) urge4 at cailiputer education is vital to



"Australia's Nitro; both major tio litivol parks made pre-cleption
prouttses to support the `(Nods 011111111441011'ti E00(1111111011(11100111i;

policy initiatives on computers in schools were announced 11 Ifferett
Status; and major reports were 'published on computer Anion;
Computers in altteenion (Shears and Dale, 1183), Csonputor
1*MM/on (South Australia, Tertiary Education Antliorlif 1983)4
Togiihing2 Learn* and Computer is (Commonwoolili Sghools
Commligion, 1983b), Other significont events tilsp Indicated ''n
quiekening of barest in microolectronie and information teelmologies,
'rho conference of the Computer EducatIon'Oroup of Victoria (CEGV)
wIts conducted Its a national conference for thefirst time 111'1983; in the
same .year the firSeAuNtrollan Computer Congress was held; Telecom
was granted the goTahead tcrestablislt a tuitional videotex systum In
1984; expanded and new regular features on computers commenced In
major dally,newspapers; hew models of microcomputersVON 11111101104;
and th6 fortunes of largo comptner companies( fluctuated as increasing
sums were spent on computing.oquipment and software.

Thu promise of microcomputers lbr 'schools, according to sonic, IN
very 'groat, The availability of microcomputers in thg classroom, it is
asserted, will individualize instruction, improve basic literacy and
numeracy skills, motiviito reluctant students, and help those with special
needs. in contrast to these. views, there are others Who wonder whether
this ow.eiCitentent Is not a little familiar. Were, not shilar promises
made for the teaching machine and for programmed instruction? ,

Therein lies the challenge of the chip. Is it a tool ushering in new modes
of learning, changing the very, way learners think, or is it another
educational innovation, a
the shelf? Arc schools a

si tool? Will, the presen

leeting enthusiasm, in lime to be relegated to
teachers pre ared for this new educational

of computers nd to widen diviAons in the
educational community?

One to warn of a backlash again computer education is Scriven
(1983). The possibikity of such a backlash poses perhaps the greatest
challenge of the chip. Already there 'are more microcomputers in
students' homes than in the schools these students attend and, while;

-much of education is the victim of fashion, current technological change
guarantees the computer a rolejor:fliicroelectronics tealmology has the
potential° to permeate, to some almost all fields of human
endeaVour' (Australia.,0Committee to Inquiry into Tedhnological

. Change in Australia, 1981:11). Any. backlash against computer
education, then, runs the risk of rutling schools even further out of seep
with what iyhappening all, around.
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Anatomy and' Pr lonnue of the Mkiro
Whitt wits .devolopod hy Intel Corporation in I 97 I wits 0 largo-mile
intogrotod circuit otoltod on n tiny 'silicon wafer or chip, To this contra
promising, ttnit' (CPU), popularly en llod a mieropr000stior, wore soon
iuldt0Imemory (Argolis or chips to hold tlw program for driving tho4PU
(Domini ut al 1981), The tittorommootion of Iiieso ohlo on o prhited
olrenit honed, unl(od a mother boon', with 14W/output oonnoctions for
(Witching poriphoral devices like ,monitors, disk drives, or printers,
maim up today's mlor000mputor,

Whitt onsontlitily distinguishes niprocomputors (tom' litrgerl'
'computers (minloomputors and mainframes) is (hot the single chip CPU
for the mior000mpntoris smeller and clumpy, Malin (hitt n guttural

purpose ()hip, it coo he produced with the result that
microprocessor elVoti maybe purchased for Jtist a low donors, Today's
inicrocoMputers la schools nra based on a lbw popular microprocossors;
(Ito Z-80 or the Microbes and tho TRS-80, Models 11 and III); the
6500 series (mi. in Apple, Atari, 1111C, Cinnthodore, and Vie 20), or the
80881(lir the 111M-PC), What makes for dilIFetwes in microcomputers

is how these, microprocessors tine comblad with memory i.minpotiouts.
and -other ,Input/outptit circuitryin other words, their nrchitycati

Like any othbr computer, this moral purpose electronicmachine,
the microcomputer, On operate in three phases at exttomely highspoodj

input; intormation is entered; processing; the information is ntodif

output; part, or all, of thomodified'inforMation is clisplayeir**
A Microcomputer normally comprises Aparate components

corresponding to these basic operations of input, prodessing,, and output,

Thus there is a keyboard for, input, microprocessor and associated
mmemory for Processing, and a monitor or TV scipen for output. Other

devices can be connected. Conimon are a disk drive or cassette recorder

for additiomil storage, and a printer to provide liard copy, as it is Called. 71

Disk drive§ use flexible disks, often referred to as floppy disks, on which

information can be stored or retrieved in a similar way to,sound patterns
on recdrds. A valuable guide to microcomputers generally; and more

speCifically to microcomputer systems available in Australia, is

Webster's (1983) Australian -Microcomputer Handbook (updated

regularly).
The microcomputer has been described as an 'imagination machine'

or an 'alinost anything machine' (Computer Solutions, 19-81:2-2);
Toong and Gupta (1982:89) draw a memorable analogy:

If the aircraft industry had evolved as spectacularly as the computer industry

3



MOE 1110!1111141 44 yours, a 1414 70 woulkipost l.100 toddy., And it would
virolo die aloha in fit) minutes on five gallons ONO,

promise of Nrthertlovolopmonts,.notin the next ?..,5 years but in the
next Cow, may, lie as rlrtullatie, Ti raco,to producO the first mogabitn
Alp to hold n million bits of computer memory is nosily run, which
means smaller, even more prworbil computors, For sChools, othor
developments have the potontial to trnnsform the Miming environment
More 'Entlictilly, One 411011 ftitW010p1)WIll will he the availability of
porthb`lo; battory-poworod miorocomputors, whiekstudonts will he Able

.'to use at school and at home, Another will he the gout's' usp, of
videodiscs In conjunction with mierocomputors, Already the Minn&ta
14Ineational Computing .Consortium has produced courseware based on
the Apple microcontputeT and the Pioneer Laser DINO systom(Kohrborg
and 'Polinek, 19H2). Yet another development will be printors that can
provido cOpy or any of the 54 000 frnitteli on it videotlistl, Outs .061144-'
the prospect or storing and retrieving; vast quantities of ,textual, and
L014)1%161%1 information easily, Duvelopnamts In networks, too, will
provide increased opportunities for communication, boar with distant
databases and with student4 in other countries. A further development is
likely to be computer voice recognition, All these de.VOIOpinentti will ,

bring changes to the kind of interaction's between Witcher -and student,
and between student and student, compared with those in non-computer
or pre,computer environments,

Choosing IVIIcrocomputora foi Schools
AMany schools are considering the purchase Of microcomputers and
°there is a bewildering selection of competing machines and models from
which to .choose, 'Which to buy?' is a question often heard,
Unfortunately there is no simple answer, What is important to note is
that microcomputers tire not like television sets cassette recorders, or
projectors, in that performance criteria used for purchasing therje kinds
of equipment -are not as applicable when buying microcomputers,
Software or courseware is the more important consideration.
Realization of this means that the question schools should really bo
asking is 'What computer software is wanted?' And to answer this
question, the prior consideration is, 'HoW are computers to be used in
schoOk?' Answers to those two questions will nearly always narrow the
choice of a microniputer to a short list, A good rule of thumb is to decide
on applications first, equipment second (Anderson, 1983a).

This review of computhm.practice in Australian schools focuses

4



mainly Oil ex mull, the nnijor pfognoitinios

ititiptilAtia hi OW (liAtilV, WOOL ilia ilaa or Word privosaoPil

two.pas 4114 Ow minty tiiitOr 40§ ttiwnipittg§

in §010t114 41141 ii(Nitisa, not indgpottdoill pcittipttiOittl

as tho ii§tihg- hiPtor§ whollOti hy loiohor§ aN inipOrtain §how§(tiillinp
andllaSS; 1904 TIIONO iliPititiOdi

thatilory (certain applications for instill1POIWOrn prN@§§ino and 1,0110--

liod tl oftitia MI011111110 thalaory 1/4 .

lioytiOafti (male 14101)40s diliar from a §lantlard typewriter -soon to .4
o§watial for ini§iito§§ alutltas .11111 MOM 4;11001 applications);

paphiCs (COtill(L; have ()altar rooMnoll than utliors't an
111)1)01.111111 C011§h. on StIaltnas)i

Moor_ (not 'itvailaitla for :ail aitartiotaiipittorsiiiiaiii important for lift
Ithloit14, for many simillittioaa, and for litiiiitiaaa applications);

itoigtotao (if proaroattaitta is to hp taught, ilocioultif latiAliagyN §i4;11 0§

(4)11(1 or' Nod may tivailahla for all

itioovolitpato4);
soandininsio (varioh across machines, aontotintoi not itvailithlo pit alit watch

nliaht ho it litnhotiun for coriala applications);

acoun tihpiny (rafani to same or scrocit and oworotho
tatrathillty-----lotooititai for word orootAlatino and ratalitta anpliC tm);

pariplairls (tOr aNailip10, 50101110r tifivo Is an option:-.434'honijol fiw

Blass- storage and rapid retrieval, AN In word proop4§Ing or btiitt4fi
applications), t

A osahtl ovorviow of poihilar microcomputers and software in tkeli
schools, nt least in the United Status, Is contained. hi Williams Jim!
Sitage (1983), !Vlore mut\ 11 for Australian schools Is 11 piing, Th00,11110

your school's InIcrocOitiptitor% Issued by' the Elizabeth COntputer

Centro (1983) In I tobatt,.

Structure and Spopo.oflieviow
Thu imijor. title of this review, "Computing in Schools', is meant to

reflect the dual emphasis adopted, Ekstly, the focus is on ectupoilog:

that is, on applications rather than on computers as such, since

computer software or courseware is more important for schools than

computer hardware, Indeed, for Most educational applications, users

need hover be aware. of a particular machine's configuration, Secondly,

the computer applications .described are ones in use in classrooms

around the country, and this is partly reflected, too, in the sub-title'of the

review,
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: g:',SCHOOLS COMPUTING:
OVERSEAS MODELIS'AND INFLUENCES

There are several developments overseas that have had a discernible
influence on schools computing in Australia. Of those that might have
been selected, five particular programs were chosen for inclusion here.

Each represents a significant development ill its own right; between
them, they encompass a variety of models that either have already
exerted some influence. on Australian developments, or have the
potential to do so..

For the most part, specific Programs or protects are described rather"
than attempting to outline computer education for a country as a whole.

Thus' in the United Kingdom, the focus is on two microelectronics
education programs, the Micros in Schools Scheme, and the BBC.
,Literacy Project; while, in the United States, the case, studies presented

emphasize, on the one hand, developments in one school district and, on

the other, developments across. a State. The exception, perhaps, is'
FranCe which, as Shears and Dale (1983) point out in their useful

survey of overseas developments, to a greater extent than either Great
BrItain or the United States can be seen to have a national edticational
computing policy of long standing, even if only put into practice to a
limited extent initially. In each case, the portrayals are described in
terms of their impact, or potential ,impact, on schools computing in

Australia.
Throughout the review, where the developments described are

reported in the journal literature, reference details are given in the list of

references; otherwise, where appropriate, names of institutions and
addresses are' provided in the endnotes so that those interested may seek

further infoemation.

National Microelectronics Programs in England and
Scotland
In the United Kingdom there has been, and continues to be, strong
support for computer education in schools.-In view of developments in
schools computing at the national level in Australia, the policies and
programs that have evolved in Britain are of considerable interest, both
because of our , historic links and because of the innovative

7
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deNiehrtinnts there in microelectronics and information technology.
te pkiiiftw are two nationally funded microelectronics programs. ,

and the'inic in schools scheme. The focus of discus;ion is on software
development, teacher education initiatives, and the relationship of
information technology to education.

Microelectronicstducation Programme (MEP)
Tke .British Prime Minister, Mrs Thatcher, in introducing the
Microelectronics Education P.rogramme (MEP), said:

.

Britain's greatest natural asset has' always been the inventive genius of its
people. This is the asset which we must tap if we are to profit from advances
in technology. In microelectronics and information technology,, we must dd
everything to encourage and train people with the ability and skills needed to
doign systems, write software, and develop new businesses and products...
(Cited in Inchley, 1982:3),

Th.' us in 1980, the British Government launched 'MEP in England,
Wales, and Northern Ireland, to prepare students 'for life in a society in
which devices and systems based on microelectronics are commonplace
and.pervasive' (Great Britain. Department of Education and Science,
1981:1). The program, scheduled to run until 1986, has a projected
total budget of £20m.

The major ai*Sof MEP are, first, to investigate the most appropriate
ways to use computers as an aid to teaching and learning; and, second,
to introduce new topics into the curriculum (e.g. microelectronics in
control technology, word processing, use of computers for information
retrieval) either as part of existing subjects or as new disciplines.
Initially the priority was for developmental work in secondary schools
but the program was soon extended to include primary schools and
special education:

A highly innovative organization was developed, sieering a path
between a purely national operation on the one hand, and decentralized
activities based on existing Local Education Authorities (LEAs) on the,
other. It was decided that two-thirds of MEP activities should be
regional and one-third national. To implement regional activities, the
109 LEAsfin England, Wales, and Northern Irelan4vere divided into
14regions. This rather ingenious stratagem had the effect of respecting
the autonomies of LEAs, and at the same time by-passing them. The
administration of the national aspects of the program is provcicled by the
Council for Educational Technology (CET) and six national co-
ordinators, with assistance from the Schools Council.

By the end of 1983, MEP had reached the half-way point of what is

14
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now planned as a six-year program. The IIirector, Richard POthergill, in

an interview with The Guiudian (October 1983), is reported as saying
that a major,purpose of MEP has been achieved with more than a tenth,

of the total teaching force ,having completed courses under its aegii
(approximately 40,000 teachers), and many of the others being
influenced by the presence of microcomputers in schools. He noted,
however, that preservice education for teachers was laggingclat

behind.
tAnotper major achievement, according_to Fothergilnas been the

development of good software. By July 1984, it is estimated/that 1 000

software packages will have been produced within MEP.,PublisherS,
too, have been encouraged by MEP to enter the educatiOnal field. A
particularly interesting development has been the changeln the kinds of

computer programs produced. Early programs did ;little more than
check students' responses to a limited range of quesiions. Then came
simulations (inspired principally by the work at Chelsea College,

\University of London) which allowed students to manipulate variables

and to note the resulting changes in the systems being modelled. The
currently approved programs are more of the type where students
formulate their own questions. Looking the future, the MEP
emphasis on software development is reported as likely to make greater

use of languageS like LOGO where students learn by teaehing the

computer.
There is close liaison between MEP' and other schemes, such as the

Scottish Microelectronics Development Programme and the Micros in
Schools Scheme, as well as with the BBC Literacy Project.

Scottish Microelectronics Development Programme
(SMDP)

SMDP grew out of initiatives of the Scottish Education Department
commenced in 1979. In' 1980 when MEP was announced, the

EdUcation Department/ in Scotland announced a similar but
independent Piogram. To ackqowledge its earlier origins, it is referred to

as SMDP (Phase 2)/
While the main, aims of SMDP parallel those of MEP in broad

outline, the major emphasis of SMDP, as noted by Inchley (1982), is on

the development of educational software. A 'two-tier' bank of computer
software is being progressively built up at the headquarters in Glasgow.

The top tier consists of supported programs, developed by SMDP staff

or purchased from commercial suppliers. The programs at this level are

judged to be valuable educationally and as meeting certain criteria of
9
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dodumentation and technical expertise. The bottom tier contains
programs donated from any source. These are note supported, and no
guarantees concerning them are made.

Inch ley (1982) takes the view that the contributed library model may
not be a useful one for state education departments (specifically.
Victoria), because much of the contributed software is of dubious value
and its distribution takes up professional resources. A contrary
viewpoint, partly reflected in the,Frenh approach to ,teacher education,
is that it may be useful for the professional development of teachers to
contribute programs and to aim for the criteria of supported programs at
the top level.

The Micros in Schools Scheme
The British Department. of Industry announced its,Micros, in Schools
Scheme in 1981. Under this scheme, funds were made available to.
LEAs to assist secondary schools to acquire microcomputers. Schools
were given the choice between twoBritish machines, the BBC.Acorn B
and the Research Machines 380Z (Maddison, 1983).

In October 1982 the scheme was extended to primary schools.
Schools could purchase on a pound-for-pound subsidy one of three
British-made microcomputers: the BBC 'Acorn B, the Research
Machines 480Z, or the Sinclair Research Spectrum (Education Digest,
1983). The Prime Minister, Mrs Thatcher, again announced the
scheme, thus indicating.the priority afforded to microelectronics by the
British Goienunent:

I hope this scheme will mean that, by the end of 1984, every primary school
has its own microcomputer and will be giving young people the experience
they need with the technology of their future working and daily lives. (Cited
in Education Digest, 1983:i)

One of the conditions of support is that two teach from each school
should undertake, inservice training provide EP (Inchley,
1982).

Education and Information Technology

The Council for Educational Technology (CET), noted above as
providing administrative support for MEP, has the charter to promote
the application and development of educational technology in all sectors
of education and training. Thus CET is concerned with a broad range of
applications including computers, the use of radio, television, and
telephone, and the role of librariq%One of the current activities of CET
10
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is to explore the'potential of all aspects of videotex, and in particular

British 'Telecom's Prestel system.

The BBC.bom.puter Literacy Project
The impact that the BBC Computer Literacy Project has had and is
continuing to have in Britain makes this a development of which
computer educators elsewhere should be aware. As Maddison
(083:79) notes:

The wide range of activitiesovsources and transmission sc ecjuling Keing

devoted by the BBC to public education in microelectronics and especially
computer awareness makes the C2rporation's long-term commitment in this
field the most extensivarenterpriA of the kind tp be undertaken by a major
broadcasting organization anywhere in the world.

.The BBC Computer Literayy P)oject is significant i 6r schools
computing in two iv pects. First, cause the microcomp lter adopted

for the 'prbject, has een reconun , . for use in schools by several
States, Australia now has more B C Microcomputers in schools than

any other country after Britain..Second, since ilietelevisittn series which

made the BBC microcomputer so well known _in Britain, has been

screened by the ABC, and the publications and computer courseware
associateditif the project are also becoming available, this project

along with other concurrent developments is achieving the same eff t;

as in the United Kinkdom,, of raising Eornmunity understadding

computers.
The major features of the BBC Coniputer Literacy Project, as they

relate to computing in schools in Austfalia, are discussed briefly

below.

The Television Series

Precursors to the television series that prow a major focus of the

Computer Literacy Project were the BBC Horizon rograni 'Now the
Chips Are Down' and the three-part series 'The, Silicon Factor', bothrof

which were shown on ABC television and are reasonably widely

known.
Screened in all States during 1983 was the first of two ten-part BBC

television series 'The Computer Programme' (Note 1). The ten
programs comprising the series (It's Happening now, One Thing after
Another, Talking to a Machine, It's on the Computer, The New Media, ,

Sounds and Moving Pictures, Let's Pretend, The Thinking Machine, In

Control, Things to Come) are:designed for several audiences.. First, .
11 ,
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there is the wider community, representfid by the coc imentator, Chris
Serie; who with the help of computer professional, Ian McNaught-
Davis, 'discovers the basic concepts of microcomputers, the ways they
are affecting our lives, and how- to, program than to perform simple
tasks.But the producers also had schools very much in mind,And were
aware of'the neeessity for properly prepared teachers. Hence, a second
target audience Omprised teachers, and the ten 25-minute programs
weredhoug,ht of as being useful for an introductory computer awareness
topic fapreservice or, inservice courses with teachers at all levels.
Progrlimming in BASIC is introduced without viewers needing totave
direct access to microcomputers. In Alstralia, the ABC chose to
include 'The Computer Prografnme' as part ofits programs for schools,
and this may well have been a misjudgment in viei, of the wider, mainly

'; cdult audience iSr whom the series was originally directed. The leties i§
o he re-screened during 1984 in the evenings: .

., , .

The second ten-part television series called :Making the Most of the
Micro', although available in Ahstralia for video recorders, has yet to be
sholvp,:on leleyision. This second series, presented by McNaught-
Davis, aims to encourage hands-on experience with microcomputers.
Again the 1ASIC programming languagejs featuhd, the particular
version being extended BASIC as used with ttie BBC microcomputer,
but users of other microcomputers are catered ror with a variety of
machines being demonstrated. Although it is evident that the producers
were-dware. of questions 'false in some quarters a out the value of
programming for students, thei approach emphasi s learning about,
computers through using. them The titles dirth eparate programs
which comprise `Making the Most of'the Micro' give, something of the
flavour of the series: The Versatile Machine, Getring'clown to BASIC,'
Strings and Things, Introducing Graphics, Keeping a Re ord, Getting '
down to Business,- Sounds Interesting, Everything nder. Control,
Moving Pictures, and At the End, of the Line.

The BBC Microcomputer ,

An important part of the BBC Computer Literacy Project was the t

selection of a Microcomputer so that users could be offered hands-on .

experience-, Computer companies were invited to submit designs and the
contract was awarded to the Cambridge company, Acorn. The BBC

. microcomputer system (Note 2) consists of, two modelsa standard
model (Model A) comprising 6502microprocegsor, 16K of RAM, and"
32K of ROM with BASIC and the tnachine operating system; and an,.
enhanced model (Model B) with a further 16K of RAM high resolution
12 .
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;'graphics and additionl terfa0s. The Model A is no longer available

in Australia; a new inicrOOMptiterfilie Electron, Was,released in late

1983. During a recent British Minister for Industry, and
Information Technology aatiotinced plans. for manufacturing the BBC
microcomputer, or BeeGaslit:isi,often called, in Auktralia. Manufacture'
is expected-3o commence,,,in iMid-1984.

A stron feature of the j3130 microcomputer, as far as tnanY schools
-are,conceined, is that "Ac'orif)has 'au interface _to its Econet local area
network. The network,; enables a number of microcomputers

(theoretically u to 254)116,COrnmunicate with each other and to share

k disk firives an printer,t4ereby affecting economies °and ,allowing a
Certain measur of contiOlir Other features_are the ROM based softWare
(inclUdingwor processing,and Programming languages), the selectable
Eaphics mod and the 'Second processor option. the BBC micro may

° also be fitted with facilities ass the British ,Post Office's Prestel-
systeth .(given, in futkli4, detail in Chapter 5),,-as well as teletext ,

infoimation tianstnItkblihe Ty networks. Towards the end of 1983, _
for instance, the 1313plaunched its -new telesoftware service, thus
allOWing. users Withieletext adapters to download (re software from the,

airwaves. It is ex eicieel that thig will include so are provided by

,MEP. ?;0
The version o';BfiI used on the BBC microcomputli permits

many of the features ,!Of hat is called structured,programming, with
such extensions% '-,10C 1 variables, passing parameters between ,

proceddres, recursion, IF THEN ... ELSE and REPEAT
UNTIL.

r

Associated Publigations and'Software/a 19
' Several publicationstwere especially,lprepared for the BBC project

(Note 3): Principal among these was The Computer Book (Bradbeer,
DeBonotand Laurie, 1982)vprodueed in conjunction with the television

iseres; which provides a useful introduction to computers , and
computing. A'general cotiise in the BASIC programming languisge is

' given in 30 Hour BASIC (Prigmore, lot third major publication 4.
Vrhe Friendly C9mputer Book (Inglis, 19#Y), a beginner's guide, to the',

BBC, Sinclair ZX Spectintn,vd RML 380Z .wicrocomputers.

Seyeral software patit's were also produced' for the project to
9

demonstrate the potential of the IOC microcomputer,The folloWing is a
listing of theirdroductory package of programs; available on cassette or
disk and with acc6mpanying handbooks: 6'
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I The Computer Programme Programs 1
s (12 programs from the.Computer Programme)

2 The Computer Programme Programs
(8 mcire,ailvanced.program's)

3. Early Learning (S maths and'spelling prosgr ms)
4 131- 'ng
5 Mu c '
6 Pain 'rig "
7 Ga s of Strategy (4 pro'grams),
8 Fun GarnZs (4 programs) ""

v 4.

InformatiflUe: Computer Education IQ France
TheApprO,ach to comptang in schools in Fradye i*.sy,orthy of` note by,

. .

Australian educators for several reasons.. First, the Fflench!eduCational
authorities have made a fi commitment to computing in schools, a
commitment Which ba4kkas far as 1970. This commitment is part of 4;

ove nt's general ,support for computers and .
. info don teelutology. Second, the French education Systemis highly?
centialjzed. not unlike that pertaining in some States of Australra, and

. this has influenced' the implempntation and organizatign of computing in,
sehools. Third, the integrated approach to the place of computing in' the'

, curriculum", calle 'inforinatiqu , is quite diitinct:iVe, differing fro
. . .,.

approaches genera adopted ther countries.

The 58 High Sc oolsProject
,.L'Eherience'de 581:ycees, the project involving

higli schopls thro an France, lasted for virtua,
Although, the present review focuses 'mainlyk;on
French minicomputer project is significant it
respects. Most important perhaps, as Shears and 1*(1 Po
the Frensh belief.that tha teacher is t 4ce tat factor, Ai uceeSs

I. '-

otherwise of the .,use.of computers in partic ,rly, i xv e

.
school' (Shears and Dale, 1983:72). A rOnged 'approach was
adopted. First, some 500 teachers from al subject are 'Were released
over the duration of the project to undertake,oin iVe' university

' courses. Second, a fuither. 5.000 teachers undertrkile Orresporidence
courses from the National Centre for ,DiStanCiTpac ng with two or
three days practical experieIce at one of the 58 high%'chools..Another.

. ini ttant feature of the French national, Projecpwas' the comPuter4
age esAcially deSigned for use in educatibn (LSE' (ran uage,

Sy bolique d'Enseigiemeni), Yet an /her featurewas the decisi n
use computers snianufactured in Fran b.

14
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An e'valuation of the
French,National Ins'tit
findings of which are,
pbsi6e aspects highli

1st

a'elightchools Project was .reported by the
kir Educational Research in 1981; the main

arized- by Maddison (1983). Among the
ed were the significant numb s, of students

and teachers who had b un to use computers confident y in all subject
N, areas, eptositiv.at I es engendered, the, extent to' hich teachers
E fried ou new me fid broke down traditional subje t barriers, and

the Cen al bank Of orr uter programs developed. There were negative
'aspects o, including the fact'that'a majority of teachers still had neve
used c puters, that progres in some subject areas as slo er than in
otherS, and Ch6t'shortages of oftware and equipm t meant ost
students had less than eight hours direct access to computers43er year..
Another problem highlighted by ffebeiistreit"(1983) was the tendency
far madyleachers to rewd actual prOgfamming as more important than
defining educational oluctives. The net result', professor Hebenstre't
report.4, 'are some packages of little real value because their objectiv

----are trivia( or could- bt achieyed with pencil and paper or in book

The 10 000 Microcomputers in Schools Operation

More _recently, the French Ministry of Education has commenced
L'Operation deS 10 000 Microcoordinateurs (the 10 000 Micro-
computers in Schools Operation) which attests to the enthusiasm for
schools com_puting by the French authorities. The aim is for 10 000
microcomputers to be in s'ehools by 1986. As in the'ffigh Schools
Project and the national programs in the United Kingdom, the decisioil
is for computer equipment to be produced in France. Again the
emphasis'is on teachers producing most of their own materials. While
This might result in both quality and quantity being less than if
professional programmers had been employed, Zinn (1981) notes that
`the gains in acceptance' of the computer studies Orogram in local
schools will more than compensate .for not having had professionally
prepared materialS sooner'. (Zinn, 1981:234).

Inforrifatics fl

It was noted above that the French approach to the place of computing
in the curriculum is quite distinctive. In Britain, for example, according
to -Rushby (1981), "teaching about computers (eomputef studies,
computer awareness) is generally seen as quite distinct from teaching or
learning with computers (where the computer is used essentialW as a
.medium for learning). In France, by contrast, teaching atkoht and



Apaching-with computers are highly integrated, so much,so that one term
is used to encompass both aspects---kftformatique. The main features of
this integrated approach are summarized. by Maddison (1983):

Informatics (i.e. computers and computer science) is, characterised by a new
'mode of thought, modelling-based, algorithmic and organisational;
computers should be introduced into the secondary curriculum as an element
of general culture; the problems arising from the4ntroduction of computers
being pedagogical, the prior training of teachers is essential; one of the
features of comptiters is that it creates in the pupils. a mentality that is
algorithmic, operational and well organised, qualities which are of value
throughout the curriculum. (Maddison, 1983:53)

This dual emphasis in the French approach to schools computing is
reflected in the importance attached bleacher training, as noted in the
description of the 58 High Schbols Project, as well as in the policy to
regard computers as routine classroom aids, evident in the 10 000
Microcomputers Operation.

World CornpLiter Centre

An indicator of the high priority that the French Government places on
computers and informatiOn technology was the recent establishment of

. "° the World. Computer Centre' in Paris. More significant, perhaps, was
the number of leading computer scientists:.who were' attracted 'to top
positions at the centre. The first Director General, fbr instance, was
Professor Negroponte, formerly Director of Comput
Comfnunications at Massachusetts Institute of Technolo y (MIT).
Also from MIT, appointed as chief scientist, was Professor P ert, one
of the leading names in educational computing, whose work is dis ssed
in some detail in Chapter 4 in the section on LOGO. One ambi 'ous
program of the World Computer Centre is to place personal computers
in some 500 villages in third world countries (Morgan, .1982), oft the
assumption that in the near future most people will be processors of
information, production-line work being mainly done by robots.

Schools Computing in Continental Europe
A comparative study of th use of computers in schoolS in continental
Europe would make a useful exercise because,of the ,yariety of models
encountered. Along one dirnenCsion'may be observed patterns in schools
computing across countries, ranging from highly centralized to
decentralized approaches. Along a second dimension; depending on

___ _whether _teaching about computers and teaching with computers are
considered as separate or integrated activitiesipatterns in sohOOIs
16,
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Figure 2.1 Patterns of School Computing in Continental
Europe ,

computing extend from , highly integrated to 'relatively diitinct
applications. The .positionufFrance along these continua is quite
distinctive, -as discussed above. Following, in part, the analysis in
Rushby (1981), the,approximate positions of other European countries
along these same continua, in relation to France, has been shown in
Figure 2.1.

Computer Literacy Programs in Silicon Valley
_Silicon Valley, the, name' given to the area where compiit6rs on silicOn
chips are mass produced, is the very heart of the semiconductor industry
in the United States of America. It is the home of such corporations as
Intel, the developer of the first microchip, and of computer companies
like Apple whose microcomputer is now a household name. Situated
just ashort distance south of San Fraricisco, Silicon Valley country
includes thischool,districts of Santa Clara, San Jose, and Cupertino
which, because of their promixity to institutions like Stanford

University and their acceA to leaders in, complting, have been to the
forefront- in aiiplying information technologies in the classroom.
Reviewed below 'are just three of many developments in Californian

-computer education, which could proiiide further models for schools
computing in Australia.

Santa' Clara Coniputer Education Consortium
About 25 school districts in the San Francisco area California have
joined togetherto form a computer education consortium. Led by the
Co-ordinator for Computer Education in San Jose, Dr Wagner, the '

various school districts co-operate in sharing ideas and solving'

problemi in the field of computer education.
17



OT many continuing projects of the consortium, the one discussed
'' here is the production of the Computer Education Handbook (Dix,

1982). Designed to be an annual publication, the Handbook is a loose-
leaf collection of the accumulated experience in the use of computers of
the contributing school districts. topics featured irr the 1982 Handbook
include uses of computers, case studies of actual projects, planning,
selection and purchase of equipment, and staff develOpment.. This is a
valuable resource, both to those already fn computer education and to
thOse who are new: the idea is one that could usefully be replicated here
by States or regions.

- Cupertino Union School District
The Cu\ertino Union School District in Silicon Valley was selected as

\
one of about a dozen exemplars of state-of-the-art uses of computers in

\.schools in the report on informational techbology and its impact on
American education (United States. Office of Technology Assessment,
1982). The\information presented below is based in part on this report,
and on ca'setudies included in the Computer Education Handbook
(Dix, 1982), as well as on interviews with personnel. in Cupertino..

The experience of the Cupertino Union School District with
microcomputers dates from 1977 and Education Superintendent,
Sacluneier, and Computer Co-ordinator, Goodson, speak proudly of
being shown the first Apple II microcomputer prototype. The first
microcomputers in the school district were three Apples funded under
an early Title IV program; the district's schools are now quite well
equipped with micrOcomputers (Apple and Atari). Frequently cited as
one of the district's siecial achievements is'the development by teachers
of the Computer Liter\

every
acy Curriculum K-8 (Cupertino Union School

District, 1982). The underlying philosophy is that eve student, from
kindergarten upwards, should have the. opportunity to become computer
literate. The goals are tl1/2at' microcomputers should be a normal part of
the school curriculum for all students in Grades K to 6 and,should be.

' widely available for individual use; by Grades 7 and 8, all students
should have the opportunity to use microcomputers as tools for learning,
and be introduced to programming so that they can 'make wise
educational choices in high school and eventual career choices'
(Introduction to Computer Literacy Curriculum K-81. Goodson
emphasizes that the curriculum is very much a draft for no one really
knows, she believes, what: etudents' limits are with regard to ,

computers.

18
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Perhaps the most important point made by Goodson (1981) is that
the implementation of any computer literacy curriculum is a gradual
process which must rely for its kuccess on the inservice structures that

. .

have been developed 'in a school district.

The success of a program like this introduced throughout a district, is
dependent upop a well-developed inservice program with wide participation
that gives teachers a good foundation to build upon. We have reached this
pbint because we have taken time (over three years) and worked in stages. I
think a district would have difficulty instituting such a program as ,a cotnplete
package. People need to be trained and ready with an explicit curricUlum in
hand if the programis to be truly successful. (Goodson, 1981:27)

The wide participation of teachers in inservice computer-based
activities may be inferred from the comprehensive program off courses
available "to teachers in the 1983/84 school year and theluggested
sequence that they might progress through these:

1 Computers for \he Absolute Complete Beginner (4 hours)
to provide hands-on experience for computer novices who really do not
like computers but feel they may be missing the crest of a wave

2 Computer Awareness Part I (4 hours)
to introduce teachers, administrators, and aides to the world of
microcomputers

3 Computer Awareness Part II (4 hours)
to increase participants' awareness of the use of microcomputers in the
classroom

4 Computer Awareness for Primary (Grades K-3) Instruction (6
hours)
to introduce administrators and primary teachers to the specific
techniques for using computers in primary. classrooms.

5 Computer Awareness for Intermediate (Grades, 4-8) Instruction (4
hours)
to assist teachers and administrators to -integrate computer literacy into
their regular classes and to develop their. skills in using the computer

6 LOGO (6 hours)
to teach the essentials of the LOGO language, to participants

7 PILOT (13 hours)
to teach 'tile ess,entials of PILOT, a beginning programming language

8 Programming.in BASIC (15 hours)
to introduce participants to computer programming in

9 Computer-based Lessons using Apple PILOT (8 hours)
to enable participants to,,develop original lessons on the Apple using
Apple PILOT as an authoriqg language

10 LOGO in the Primary Classroom (6 hours)
to extend participants' working knowledge of LOGO, as they develop
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readiness, introductory, and basic activities for working with LOGO and
the priTary child

I I Coniputer Literacy Curriculum (Grades K-3)Ltses of Computer
Software (10 hours)
to acquaint teachers with district computer curriculum and to develop
self-contained units for classroom use for each of five samples of software
appropriate for Grades. K-3

ift Computer Literacy Curriculum (drades 4-6)---Uses of Complucr
Software (10 hours)' .

as, in II above but for Grades '4-6
13 Compuier-based Classroom MaterialS (10 .hours)

to introduce teachers to simple methods of producing classroom lessons
on the computer using various authoring languages

14 Word. Procdsing (6 hours)
to introduce participants to the principles of word proscessing on a
microcomputer

inally, mention might be made of the system devised in the school
district for scoring tests and processing surveys. With standardized
testing of students mandatory in California, claimed advantages for the
Apple-based system are the rapid return to teachers of diagnostic
information, more accurate and easier to interpret infonrration,4
economy of teacher time; and a higher response rate of parent
questionnaires.

Computer-4ng Educators (CUE)
In 1978 a small group 9t teachers who had been meeting informally to
talk about computer ,Onilications formed themselves into a support
group for `Grades K-12 teachers. So Computer-Using Educators
(CUE) began with Dr Wagner as founding President. The first CUE
Conference in January 1979 attracted 65 teachers; the Conference in
May 1983 attracted more than 6 000.

Its growth reflects the phenomenal growth of computer applications and
mirrors the grassroots development of programs in schools up and down the
San Francisco Bay Area. Groups modelled after CUE have also been
formed throughout the country. (United States. Office of Technology
Assessment, 1982:195)

The current President, Mrs Bobby Goodsbn, notes that CUE now has
an international membership (including Members from Australia),
though its major focus is still on the computing needs of Californian
Grades K-12 teachers.

CUE's most popular service is SOFTSWAP. Directed by Ann
Lathrop from the San Mateo Education Resource Center (SMERC),
20



SOFTSWAP allows teacheri to exchange software. This is a free
service and there are more than 300 teacher-contributed programs for
the Apple, Atari, Compucolor, PET, and TRS-80 microcomputers
from which to choosi. LeRoy Finkel, Instructional Computing Co-
ordinator, estimates that more than 8 000 disks have been distributed
through SOFTSWAP.

Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium
Of all educational computing developments in the United States, the,
Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium (MECC) is arguably
the oldest and the best known. It is also the one that has developed a

_centralized computing system for a whole State. This last feature,
especiallkmakes MECC a potentially useful model for schools
computing in Austialia, a model that Might already have partly
influenced three -Australian States to enter into an educational
computing consortium. Personnel from MECC have visited Australia.
and MECC, courseware (Note 4), is becoming known in schools.
Evaluations of some of this courseware, for its applicability to
Anstraliarkschools, have been conducted.

A Statewide Computing-Agency
MECC began operation in 1973 with a brief to co-ordinate and provide
computer services for all schools and tertiary institutions in the State of.

Minnesota. Several factors were particularly important in the

establishment of MECC. One was the exchange of computer services
already operating among schools in Minneapolis, a base for some major
computer industries. The second fact& was the firm belief that
technology could assist education. And the third was the concern by
legislators that access to computers shOuld be freely available
throughout the State.

Initially MECC operated a vast time-sharing network on the Control
Data Cyber, Control Data being one of the giant computer corporations

based in Minnesota. With the advent of microcomputers,
standardization of equipment was decided upon so that one system
could be Sully supported with software and training. The contract was
won by Apple and by 982 the number of Apple microcomputers in
Minnesota schools war reported to be approximately 3 000. In 1981 1

MECC issued 'specifications for low-cost microcomputer and the
contract this time was awarded to Atari.

A major service provided by MECC is the development and
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distribution of computer software, So widespread has this service ':
become that MECC is now the largest distributor' of educational
software in the world. Several major microcomputer manufacturers
have contracted with MECC for some of the original Apple software to
be converted, with the result that MECC courseware is also available
for the Atari, Commodore, IBM, and Radio Shack microcomputers,
and is expected to be available for the BBC later in 1984. Other services
provided by MECC include inservice- training for educators and the
development of training materials.

MECC Philosophy and Courseware

Since 1978 when MECC began producing courseware for
microcomputers, a considerable library of programs has been built up in
all subject, areas and at all school levels. The underlying MECC
philosophy, outlined in a useful document prepared by the,Curricuium
Branch of the Queensland Department of Education, is the firm 'belief
that educational computer programs should not be regarded* stand-
alone computer activities' (Gare, 1983:1): The confuter programs 'Are
designed primarily to suppleinent teaching in the classroom. To help
teachers incorporate the. computer activities into their lessons, each
prograni is accompanied by comprehensive supporting manuals
describing :the_ program and learning objectives, and containing
suggestions for preparatory and follow-up activities, lesson plans,
student exercises, and worksheets. Instructions are also included for
using the microcomputer and all key terms are defined. So important are
these supporting materials considered by MECC, that the programs
may not be purchased separately and outside institutions distributing
MECC courseware must abide by these same conditions.

Teachers are very much involved in developing ideas .for software
and sometimes also in the programming, with assistance from MECC
staff. Teachers' opinions are cobstantly sought as the demand for new
software continues. More recently, Minnesota teachers are reported as
expressing a need for.more problem solving, tutorial and simulation type
programs, with' less need, for the drill and practice variety (1?nited
States. Office of Techno19& Assessment, 1982). The success of
MECC courseware development is attributable, partly, to the practice
of finding out what teachers need and workingNgsely With them and,
partly, to the decision to adopt just .one rnialcomputer in the first
instance:

This decision provided an opportunity to refine authoring procedures;
understand the capabilities of the machine, and develop more programs, e.g;
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'Ostend of three programs for Nee machines, nine programs for ono
machine: (United States, Office of Technology Assessment, 1982:218)

MECC Availability in Australia
Such has been the interest in MECC microcomputer coursewarelhat,
according to the Office of Technology Assessment Report (1982), two-
thirds of the distribution goes out of the State to educational districts,
departments, and centres throughoutNorth America, to.England anctto
Australia. :Dere are three methods of ordering MECC products7-by
direct order;.Afirougb a commercial distributor or through institutional
membership. The lag of these avenues allows non-profit educational
organizations, undpi ran annual licensing arrangement: to obtain and
distribute MECC Courseware and training products at substantially
reduced prices. ,

Two state education depattrnents entered into a one-year licensing
arrangement with MECC: Queensland in 1982 and South Australia in
1983. Through these arrangethents, government schools have been able
to obtain courseware at very much reduced prices.

Evaluation of MECC Courseware
During August 1984_ the Curriculum Branch _of the Queensland
Department. of Education organized a MECC Software Evaluation.
Week when the staff of 17 primary, secondary, and special schools
joined with Curriculum Branch staff to examine MECC courseware for
cultural bias and general applicability to the Australian school
curriculum. Some 38 disks and accompanying manuals, each disk
containing up to 15 individual programs, were evaluated. The resulting
series of in-depthreviews of materials considered appropriate for use in
schools, together with an annotated list of all the MECC materials
received, are contained in an annotated selection guide for teachers
(Gare, 1981).

Some MECC material was judged cleahy inappropriate: for
instance, a mathematics volume focusing on imperial measurement, two
social studies volumes dealing respeCtively with American presidential
elections and Ole shape, and location of American States, a disk on
driver education featuring Minnesota. highway rules, and a business
volume deemed as overly simplistic. Some courseware was considered
useful and parts of other programs as needing modification. This kincLof
evaluation (Gare, 1983) is valuable, provided findings are widely

'disseminated to potential users. It represents the kind of activity that
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quid ueofbily be the business of a national or regional clearinghouse
educittional sollw0;



SCHOOLS COMPUTING:
THE AUSTRALIAN SCENE

One of the earliest reports okcomputers irk education in Australia was
that of Wearing et al, (1976), While this report was intended to promote
discussions among computer users, it was 'several years before any '
further national study of computers in schools was undertaken. The
impact of microcomputers was beginning to be felt in Australia by 1979
and the Australian Computer Society published a monograph (Caelli,
1979) which' included examination of the social implications of the new

technology for education.
However, not until 1982 did fuither reports 'Specifically examine the

question of computing in schools across States. One of the first such
reports was that ,of the Committee of EnquirS, into Education in South,
Australia (Keeves, 1982). This report strongly advocated new courses;',
to provide an introduction to new technologycourses like

technological studies, engineering science, modem industry, computing,
and computer science. So that the courses might be accommodated into
an' already overcrowded secondary curriculum, it was proposed that
such courses might be shorter` than the common six periods per week

and might . be a semester or even a term in length.
Also in 1982, the Education Researdi and Development Committee

coraissioned a review `to consider where computers are relevant to the
education systems' (Brownell et al., 1982); an OECD sponsored review

on education and the new technologies followed a few months later--
(Brownell, 1982); and a widely cited p4er by Sandery (1982a) -

examined the future role of computers in education. Two majorreports
wgre publiShed in 1983, one a report to the Minister bf Education in
Victoria (Shears and Dale, 1983) and the second the report' of the
National Advisory Committee on Computers in Schools to the

Commonwealth Schools Coimnission (1983b).

Developments at the State Level
By die end of the 1983 school year, the majority of secondary schools in
Australia had at least one microcomputer (Commonwealth Schools
Commission, 1983b). The number of computers in primary schools also
ra idly increased, with the percentage of schools estimated as having
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one machine reaching as, high ail 50, per cent Tasmania (Scott,
1983a). There were however, marked differences between %Mu ns
Hoffman (1982:8,1) observed:

Indeed it is quitO obvious that theee arc already significant differences
s

amongst the. Australian Strips in the priority that each assigns fo information
technology education, the resources quoted and the policies being
implemented. ,

The first obvious .flifference is that somb States have supported
computing in schools over a much longer period than others (Brownell,
1982). South Australia established a co-ordinating centre , as early ask
1968. This is the Angle Park Cdmputing Centre, one feature of which is
that it provides a service to all schools, government and ngn-
government, as well as a service for some years to the Northern

,Territory. Tasmania established the Elizabeth Computer Centre in
1975 and a statewide timesharing network. Western AuStralia followed
with the establishment of the Schools Computing Centre in 1977. !tithe
Australian Capital Territory, the Schools Authority also adopted a co-
ordinating role with the' establishment of the Computer Services
Section, During 1983, largely as a result of the federal initiatives in
compute'. education, the remaining States either set up computer units
or significantly increased the staffing levels of fledglinf units. Thus a
Computer Education Unit was established in grskineville, New South
Wales, with five full-time professional staff members; a Computer
Education Task Force with a professional staff of seven was established
at Ardoch Village in Victoria, where previously there had been a small
computer centre; a Schools Computing Services Unit with the
equivalent of 9.5 full:time staff was set up within the Curriculum Branch
of the Queensland Department of Education, which Branch had

'previously been involved in computer education projects; and in the
Northern Territory a Computer Education Centre with a professional
staff of four is expected to be operational during 1984, where previously
services were provided by advisory staff in corfiputhig (Commonwealth
Schools Commission, 1983b).

Other differences between StatesTollow from the first. Thus a second
difference is the perceived need by some States to adopt a co-ordinated,
centralized approach to computing in schools, evident, in early
establishment of computer centres to provide services to schools.
Beauchamp (1982), after noting computing activities in Tasmania,
South Australia, Western Australia, and the ACT; and writing before
the 1983 developments noted above, went on to observe:
26
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In the reminder ol' the States (regrettably those having the largest
population) therm is RN, )4it no coordinating authority for advising schools
interested, in computing, Mierocompliters are appearing in a number of
schools butoiince ito common bond is being established between the schools,

variety of different typos is being putchased anti little software sharing IN
possible between these incompatible systeins and, of course, no co- ordinated
approach to'computer teaching methods. (Ileauchany, 1982;56)

Some computer educators would agree with Beauchamp that education
systems have a responsibility, to adopt a co-ordinating role (e,g,

-,Hoffman, 1982)), In contrast to ;this view, however, are most of the
States in the United States (exceptions being Minnesota and Alaska),
Similarly, in Australia some States (notably Victoria and Queensland)
have more 'of 'a school-based approac The argument has therefore
been against establishing separate c iordinatlng authorities in, the
past.

A third difference between the States relates to the adoption of policy
on computing activities in schools, Again it is the States which have
been actively, involved longest and which, have adopted centralized
approaches (e.g. Tasmania, South Australia, Western Australia) that
have formulated pOlicy (Brownell, McShane and Read, 1983; South
Australia. Education Deparniient, 1982; Western Australia. Education
Department, 1981, 1982). The States with larger populations (e.g. New
South Wales, Victoria) have been slower to establish sets of guidelines,
though the New South Wales Departmeni of Education (1983) has
recently, released a comprehensive policy statement on computers in
schools. Of course, the publication of a policy does not necessarily
reflect- practice, for any State.

Yet another 'difference, directly following from the adoption or
Otherwise of a developed policy, relates to the range of computer
equipment in schools. Indeed, because' of somewhat similar policies
adopted by Tasmania, South Australia, and Western Australia; these
three States formed a consortium in 1982 called TASAWA. 'The ,

benefits of a consortium were seen to be sharing information and, more
especially, making software available to schools in each 'State on the
same cost basis, provided it is purchased through each State's schools
'computing centre. Some indication of the range of computer equipment
recommended for, schools, in different States, is evident from an
examination Of Table 3.1'. Although the data presented are based on the
'latest information available (Commonwealth Schools Commission,
1983b), New South Wales and the Northern Territory have announced
nevicontracts for the 1984 school year, which information is included in
Table 3.1, and other States are similarly involved iticalling for tenders.
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Tub la 3,1 VtlarocomputarN Rocommendod by Shit@ Eduontion
Doportmonlo In 1983

Recommended hardware

Apple 11/11e
, Atari

BBC
Commodore 64
Cromomoo

Microb-04K
Microbe° 16K/3 K
IBM PC"

Micromation
Tandy TRS 80
Tandy Colour

C NSW Via, LD SA WA TON, NT
*

, *

' Some; Report of the National Advisory Committee on Co paters in Schools
(Commonwealth Schools Commission, 1983b)-

A second point which needs to, be made is that other microcomputers
are widely used in schools (e:g. Commodore 64), s e of which could!

.be included in the near future in a listing of hardw re recommended by
States, Finally, the infOrmation relates onl ' to state education
departments. Because the non-government sect r is much more varied,
the kinds of computers in use in non-govern nt schools proved more
difficult' to ascertain (CommonWealth Schoo s Commission, 1983b).

Thlre are apparent differences, Coo, In the extent to which the
, purchase of equipment is subsidized or otherwise supported in different
States. It is, however, difficult to make comparisons because the funding
arrangements for schools differ from State to 'State.

An indication of the growth in ;Acquisition of microcomputers by
schools is seen in the following figures from Queensland .

(Commonwealth Schools Commission, 1983b):
February 1981 : 160 schools 310 computers
February 1982 228 schools 643 computers
February 1983: 420 schools-1.550 computers

Further quantitative information, obtained in a survey of all States and
Territories, is reportedin Brownell et al. (1982), though Queensland at
that stage was not able to supply the information requested: Much of the
infoination relating to numbers of students, schools, and type of
computer delivery is now dated, because of rapid developments that
followed, but the results for programming languages and sources of
software' are possibly less so. In courses where programming was
taught; it is reported that. the overwhelming majority used BASIC; in
28



I.

One State (rittiliii 111111), Nam' was also widely useaand there was some

use of LOGativi Three Stales (Tfismon,10, outh Australia'', Western
are reported as developing nu or of software Used by

,,schools, while other States rely mostly on the equipment supplier,
software qomponies, or teacher-developed software,

Pevelopmenta at the National Level
Developments at the national level relating to computers in schools can
be conveniently grouped into three. First, there lathe role of HAW and
professinnal associations, together with Information Technology Week
activities, Second, there are the meetings of the Australian Education
Ceimoll _and the Directors-General or. Education, and meetings of
schools computing .personnel "(leading to the TASAWA -computing
consortium), And third, there is, the' ole of thaPommonwealth Schools
Commission,

National Conferences and Information' Technology Week
AotIVItles

'There have been a number of national conferences spanning inoidilian a
decade,,whiCh'have provided sotnestimulus for educational computing.
One of the 'aitilie'st was in.1.969-On the role of the computer in secondary

schools,' sponsored by the AnStraliati Coniptiter Society and the
Australian Association of .Mathomatics _Teachers, More recently,
computer-User groups, have promoted the cause of computer education.
To the forefront Was the Computer Education 'Grotip of Victoria
(CEGV) which was formed largely beeause of the lack of 'activity from
the Victorian Education Department and also because of dissatisfaction
with the Australian Computer "Association.' Other user groups to be
modelled on CEGV were the Computer Education Grodp of

.

Queensland (CEGQ). and Of New South Wales (CEGNSW) and the
West Australian Computer Educators (WACE). All these associations
haVe organized seminars and conference's for teachers. The May .1983
conference of the CEGV, for instance, was ,espeFially successful in that
large.: numbers of teachers . and educators from around Australia
attended. Schools. symposia .have also bedome a regular feature. of the

annual conference o( the Australian CoMputer 'society..
',Another important. development that has done much to raise the

community's understanding of information technologies is InfOrmation.
...Te'Cliliology Week. Such has been the fueCess of these over the,paat five

ye'ara.1,that the Commonwealth Governm'ent has:decided to support an
Information'- Technology Mimth in .1984.-
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TA$AWA Computing, OpnoortIpm

Ter the past noVerol years, meetings of the Oirecters,General,
ilduention,' as well as those of the 'Australlowliduention council, have
considered the gitestion .of computers in schools hm's and Dale;
1983), One mee in of particular importance was the COnforance of
DIreolors,Ooneral in orth (October 1982) which considered possible

areas of national CO-9 motion, The most vigorously debated issue was
the agreement already entered into by Tasmania, South Australia, and
Western Australia to form . a three - state, computing consortium
(TASAWA) toiliare all eduontionalcomPuting resources (Angle Park
Computing Centre,,1982b), Several of the other participating States felt
that thelairaccenip/i presented problems'on the grounds, first, that it
pre-empted national' cooperation; second, that there was tt perceived
unwillingness for-other States to be allowed to join unless they could
either provide software or make NOM financial contribution; and third,

.
that TASAWA was soon as reluctant to agr6 to direction on the use of
hardware, the development of softWare, or the prevision of other
services (Dale, 1982)/

The Commonwealth Schools COMmIsslon
Tho Commonwealth Government has given some support in the t to
computer education through several of its programs (for exa ple, the
Schools 'Commission Innovations Program, Projects of National
Significance, Professional Development, and the Commonwealth
Department of Education Transition EdUcation Program), though none
of these specifically related to.comPuting. In its recommendations for
1984 (Commonwealth. Schools Commission, 1983a), however, the,
Commonwealth Schools Commission concluded that large expenditure
was urgent and necessary to overcome the serious deficiencies, in
current' provisions. Among the Commission's, recommended objectives
were that schools should provide all students (Years 2-12) with at leak
30 minutes hands-on experience per week, and that every school should
have at least one teacher with sufficient competence to advise other
teachers. To finalice such..: a, national program, the Commiision
recommended that theGovernment should provide $125m' over a five-
year period, that these .funds_Sbould be directed to teacher professional
development, develoPment of computer courseware, and purchase of
school'ancl system level hardWare. Such funding was to be in addition to
that. already provided by' the States.

Both major political parties proMised support for the program prior to
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the elections in early 1983, In March 1983 the National Advisory
Committee on Computers In Schools (NACCH), with representation

nil sectors, was ittittlblitillOtt' to advise the Schools Commission
Principally on "the use of computers in schools as they relate to the,
educational needs of boys and girls enrolled in primary,,Neondary, and
special (first terrh oflerer01100), In EltetN4100-101(1 to*
August WO, the Cloveriment further advised be Commiss4on that
the amount ,to be available in 1984 was $601 (with a Nailer $12m for
1984 -86), of which $4,11m was morkedfor government and $1,2m for
non-government sehools, and further that the prOgretti should 1111011y
concentrate on secondarysehoolii, Included in the guidelines were that,
where appropriate, there sliduld be standardization of equipment and
motorlels onVpossible, services should be, shared between schools
and sectors acrosti StIttON.

Six technical working parties were set up to consider Issues of
curriculum developmept, Professionol. development, software /
courseware, support -servlas, hardwore, and evaluation. The Advisory
Committee also hold meetings in all States with computer-user groups

"Aand with commercial and professionid associations. The report was
finally presented to the Minister tor Education and Youth ,Affeirs in
November 1983, It contained 52 major recommendations relating to the
six' areas noted above.

'Recommendations under ,ctirriculum development were that. major
priority_ be__ given, first, to computer_ awareness and_computediteraey tE

experiences for students in the years of compulsory secondary
schooling, second, to the integration of computing across the

curriculum, and .third, to the provision of oPtior!al computer studies
courses at the senior secondary level.. Professional devolOprbent of
teachers, particularly of , women And of non-mathematics and non-,
science teachers, should be- accorded high priority,

There was an emphasis in the recommendations on making available
to teachers general purpose softwarewhat is referred to in Chapter 5
as using.,the Vottputer as a toolword processing, spreadsheet, and
database tools. Programming languages to be supported should include
LOGO, BASIC, and Pascal. Teachers should also be helped to develop
their own courseware by providing such software development aids as
graphics tablets, light pens, and general utilities.

The preferred hardware, at least in the short term, was for the Apple '

II/IIe, BBC, and Microbee 64K microcomputers. Clearly this was 'a,
contentious recommendation, with two members of the Committee

. \ presenting dis'senting opinions and arguing for a wider range of
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THE LANQUA4E8 OF.
MIOROOOMPUTERS:

Fondamentol to any corniklerittion of microcomputers IS how ti)
communigote with diem; The (Implode breakthrough that herolded the
first modern comptner was In feet the concept of II stored program. In
the computers,, progrkm WAN SLOW in the machine by
soldering wires together in given sequences, A litter, development was to

use i1 series of SWitOnOS which could he turned either on or off and it with
front such a hank of on/off switches that the binary (gero/ohe) language
of mibrOcomputerh (known as machine language) was developed,

Paralleling advancements in computer hardware 'have beett
advancements In comniuoicoting mare easily with computeri. Th6se
developmentS have resulted in what are Wed high=level languages
because they resemble more closely the ordinary language of
communication than der, the low,level Wattages of machined, Many
progromang languages have now been developed and are availably on
microcomputers for particular applicatiops, Some of these are general :

purpose langithges like BASIC and Pascal; others tiro languages
suitable for scientific ealcuintionsfor example,. POBTPAN (an
abbreviation of PORmula TR4Nitlation); yet others are niortisultod for
commercial. applicationsfor instance, COBOL (short for COmmoo
Business Oriented Language), There have been advancements, too, in
developing latigunges specifically for studont'use,' and LOGO Is one
such language, Other .languages have been designed specifically for
education to make computer-assisted-instruction lessons easier to
prepare, They tire known as authoring laystutips'or authoring systems,
and one example is PILOT. As well, there are word processing
programs now available, and these might be thought of as similar to
programming languages in that to use them requires knowledge of a few 7

commands. ,

,

There is some controversy among educettorS about the need for
teachers to know how to'rirogram,thouglt obviously thorn is a narrow
line between using a prograinming language and, 'say, using a word
processing program or a general statistical.program. However, whether
teachers 'learn to program or not, teachers and "admitiiitrators should
have the reqUisite skills to enable them to use computers in a manner
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their '01111V 10111i1V.4,

fflOwit4ile of the 0111010§ of maior'progrAmming languages since these
have a bearing on how Qompulos§ will he mkt in schools:

tifft41441 PANIC kthe most wiOly used programming laniiimOe'in,.,
Australian §0110014 1402), Anil this IlAnanage is tliscusseil''
firm: The 4PP'ond language to he iliscussed briefly is Pascal since it
seems likely, with the more widespread introduction o computer studies
At the senior secondary i vd1, that Paspil will become more evident
(Lafferty, 19Bli 191i3), Another Itinaimae ,thAt is increasing ht
popularity in schools; especially At the primary level, is LOCI 0, unit this
language is discussed Reit, the Q1111110?1' c011@ital@h with 'A brief.,

consideration of Hui authoring language (one. of the several versions
PILOT) and of two authoring language systemsZEN, which
developed iii Australia,' Anil the 8411 Ciamoti,

, 'LlA1111C71.1n up franca 6(1VilorOdomputoro
!Nor)), ittiorottompitter in solionis of n bo propanuited in BASIC and for'
most,. oho hustutgo conies with this compote'', Thu oxeeptIonSi ticooft111111

to Williams nod Shrakte ( I 983),-itre the. various At/ari models and the
!lapelstuntl computer whore if is an optional oxya An nemnym for
Beginner's .A11purpotte, Symbolle_Instruotion /Code, BASIC was-
developed 20 years ago at Dartmouth Colleao/lb the United States by
Professors Kemeny_ and Kury,prituarity. for tyre by collage statIonts on
Dartmouth's time.,sharing etiniputor (Strono;' 1983). It is important t <t

recall this early development because more argument has raged over the
advantages and disadvantages. of BASIC than over any other higher-
level prograniming language,

Arlyontagos of BASIC

Among. the advantages claimed l'Or BASIC. are that It is easy to learn
and use, it is a general purpose language, and is interactive. Although
developed -Ibr students at the college level, BASIc was conceived
essentially as a language to Intro duee programming. To simplify It as
much as possible, many of the complexities of the FORTRAN
language, after whiehis was modelled, were cultic(' I, The authors, also
Wanted a language which, I ikelFOR*AN, could be used for a variety
of tasks and this, together with irs ease of Use, are reflected in its name.
That it is easy to use is evident in the factihat many students, oven in
primary schools, learn to write in BASIC.

Perhaps moss importantly, BASIC was developed as an interactive
34
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language for use on time- sharing computers (in contrast to the
predominantly batch processing mode of the early sixties) and this
feature made it popular for use on microcomputers.. ,Its, us9, of an
interpreter, rather than a compiler, also makes it rather quick to get
small sections of program running correctly. As well, the fact that it was
designed =.as an interactive language means that it reads very like
English, as the following short program segment written by a Vn-year-
old illustrates:

10 PRINT "WHAT IS YOUR NAME?"
20 INPUT NAME$
30 PRINT "HOW OLD ARE YOU'i; NAME$
40 INPUT AGE
50 PRINT "YOU'RE ANCIENT"; NAMES
60 PRINT "WHAT CAR DO YOU DRIVE?"
70 INPUT CAM'
80 PRINT NAMES; "WHAT A BOMB!"

(The line numbers serve to indicate the sequence of instructions.)

Criticisms of BASIC
Unfortunately, BASIC has several disadvantages. Possibly,,the greatest
of these is the multitude of different versions or dialects. Consequently,
a program written in BASIC for one microcomputer will rarely run
without some modification on another; and sometimes not even on
another model of the same microcomputer. The reason stems; in Part,
from the very elementary nature of BASIC itself. Because the language
is limited (deliberately so), different manufacturers have tried to outdo
each other by, offering additional features in their versions of the
language. This situation applies also to other programming languages;
and for schoo,ls, and publishers especially, it poses particular difficulties
as far as software is concerned.

Other disadvantages asserted for. BASIC are that it occupies more
memory and is slower than other languages. The first of these
disadvantages assumes les*s importance as the price of memory tumbles,
but the speed factor, is a real problem for longer or more complex
progams. Programmers often resort to Writing in machine code, which
aggravates the transferability of programs across machines.

Some critics are quite vociferous in their condemnation of BASIC.
Papett (1980), for example, author of LOGO, argues strongly that the
programming language used by students influenCes the very- way they'
think.

. . . educators, too timid in technological matters or too ignorant to attempt to
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influence the languages offered by computer manufacturers; Have accepted
certain programrning languages in much the same way,as they accepted the
QWERTY keyboard. An informative example is the, way in which the
programming language BASIC has established itself as the obvious language
to use in teaching American children how to program computers. The
relevant technical information is this: A very small computer can be made,to
understand BASIC, while other languages demand more from the computer.
Thus, in the early days when computer power was extremely expensive,
there was a genuine technical reason for the use of BASIC, particularly in
schools where budgets were always tight. Today . . . the cost of computer
memory has fallen to the point where anyremaining economic advantages of
using BASIC are insig,nifidint: "Yet in most high schools, the language
remains almost synonymous with programming, despite the, existence of
other computer languages that are demonstrably easier to learn and are
richer in the intellectual benefits that come from learning them. (Papert,
1980:34)

Papert is quoted at length since his i&an influential voice. To be fair, it is
not only teachers who have, continued to accept the QWERTY
keyboard, even though the reasons for the particular placing of the keys
have long since passed. On Papert's major point about the richness or
otherwise of BASIC, it may simply be an argument for Students to learn
more than one programming language, especially since they are claimed
to be so easy. Indeed, in so far as most computer languages are more
suited to some purposes than to others, a case could be mounted for
students (and teachers) to be multilingual..

Structured Programming

Yet another criticism of BASIC is that it is not a highly structured
language in contrast to, say, Pascal (available on some
microcomputers). To appreciate this particular criticism, it is helpful to
understand the GOTO statement in BASIC, an anathema to many
advanced programmers. The purpose of the GOTO statement is to
branch or jump to another part of the program. For example:

100 IF RESPONSE$ = "YES" THEN GOTO 130
110 TRIES = TRIES + 1
120 GOTO 50
130 SCORE = SCORE + 1

In this sequence, the first GOTO branches forward to statement 130 if
the response is YES and the score is increased by one; if the response is
anything other than YES, the number of tries is increased by one and
there is a branch to an earlier part of the program (to statement 50). It is
not hard to se p how, quite soon, the progtam can become quite
entangled wW branches forward, backward, and into sequences of,
36
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instructions, disparagingly referred to as spaghetti code. Anderson and
Camiller (1983:59) explain it in this way:

Mosticomplex programs can be broken doWn into a number of relatively
independent steps, each of which can be represented by a flowchart. When
program steps are written in this waand have one entry and one exitpoint,
they are said to be structured. These programs are easy to correct or Modify
since the independent parts can be altered without referring to the whole
program.

Some versions of BASIC make it easier to impose the kind of
organization advocated by Anderson and Camiller with structures like
IF ... THEN ... ELSE, and REPEAT ... UNTIL. One of the sternest
critics of much of the BASIC on school Microcomputers is Atherton
who, in turn, advocates the use of COMAL (Common Algorithmic
Language), which Maddison (1983) reports as having largely replaced
BASIC in Danish schools. However, Atherton (1983) has written a
book entitled Structured Programming with ,BBC BASIC, which
suggests that the criticism 'unstructured' is not so much a criticism of the
language as such, but the USe,S to which the language is often put. The
point remains that it is rather easy to misuse BASIC and, in less
structured versions of BASIC, the user has little alternative but to use
GOTO rather frequently.

Will BASIC remain the most widely used language of
microcomputers? 'Rushby (1981), from Imperial College, LondCm,
confidently predicted that Pascal would come into the ascendancy
within two or three years. On the other hand, the choice of BASIC,by
the BBC Computer Literacy Project seems likely to introduce BASIC
to an ever-increasing group of users. The BBC publication, The
Computer-Book (Bradbeer et al., 1982:105-6),-- summarizes , the

situation in this way:

In some people's eyes, BASIC is not the world's best programming language
but it is one of the most approachableespecially for beginners, as its full
name impliesand that is one reason why it has been chosen as the main
language for the BBC Computer Literacy Project. One of BASIC's virtues is
that the various commands lead on, very simply from ordinary written
language.

Because of the influence of the BBC Computer Literacy Project and
particularly of the BBC microcomputer in Australian schools, it seems
likely that many students will be introduced to programming with
languages like BASIC and LOGO, before branching to other languages
such as perhaps Pascal or even PROLOG.
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BASIC in Schools

Criticisms are often heard about teaching students to program,
particularly from those in the tertiary sector, the arguments usually
being that programming is too abstract, or that students Will learn bad

-programming habits. A contrary view is that of the Professor and Dean
of the Faculty of Mathematical and Computing Sciences at the NSW
Institute of Technology (Gledhill, 1981:5):

All studenti who call read can write programs. There is far too much
mystique attached to prograrnmingitis often seen as-an art-practised by-the
privileged few. It is important that this impression be set aside ... any child
can write small programs and appreciate what is involved in writing larger
ones.

About programming in BASIC at the secondary level, Gledhill notes
further: The BASIC programming language, used sensibly, can also
give the students some actual programming experience' (Gledhill,
1981:5). A few teachers around, the country,are now introducing some
proiramining in BASIC in primary schools. The Primary. Mathematics
Association in South. Australia (1982), for instance°, in a survey of the
use of computers in primary Schools, noted nine schools which involved
students in some programming activies. Hancock (1983) also
describes how students learn to program in BASIC. The teacher about
whom she principally writes provideisfudher details of how BASIC is
used with her'Year 6 and 7 students as part of their written language
activities (A'Herran, 1984). The following is a .sample of one student
dialogue:
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1 CLEAR 3000
10 CLS .

20 PRINT "HELLO I'M EDDIE YOUR FAVOURITE TALKATIVE
COMPUTER. I BET YOU'LL GET A KICK 'OUT OF ANY
PROGRAM YOU CARE TO RUN THROUGH ME!";
30 PRINT "I BET YOU DIDN'T KNOW THAT I CAN TALK TO
YOU, DID YOU! BUT NOBODY'S PERFECTNOT EVEN
COMPUTERS. SO YOU CAN TALK TO ME IFAND ONLY IF
YOU KEEP IT PRETTY SIMPLE. OH I TALKED TOO MUCH
AGAIN. TO START .WITH, WHAT'S YOUR NAME!": INPUT
NAMES
40 FOR A=1 TO 1000:CLS:PRINT "AH, UMMMM...DID YOU
KNOW THAT I ONCE HAD A FRIEND CALLED"; NAMES;" I
SUPPOSE YOU WANT' TO KNOW WHAT HAPPENED TO
HIM ": INPUT AS :IF LEFT $(A$,1) "Y" OR LEFT (A$,1) = "y"
THEN 60
PRINT "
WOWEE, I'LL TELL YOU ANYWAY." GOTO 60 ELSE
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50 PRINT "YOU. DON'T WANT TO KNOW ABOUT"; NAME$; "?!?!
I TELL YOU www;
60, PRINT "WELL MY FRIEND HAD THIS ROBOT CALLED
MARVIN HE HAD A NERVOUS BREAKDOWN!!!!SOB
SOB!!"

According to A'Herran, students are learning much more than
programmin& in these activities, for they, are involved.in predicting their
fellow students' responses, providing options, sequencing ideas, and
being consistent with their use of variables. In editing their programs,

---students-learn_about_the_writing_process. The topics about which they
write cross subject boundaries as the following program excerpt shows:
The students are clearly highly motivated, and their writing takes on a
purpose as other students eagerly try them out. And suggest
improvements.

120 .PRINT "HOW OLD ARE YOU, "; A$
r

130 INPUT D
140 PRINT "WOW IF YOU ARE "D" YEARS OLD THEN YOU
ARE
"D*365" DAYS OLD, WOW WEE MANumw;
150 PRINT "GUESS HOW MANY HOURS THAT IS MANJUST
A NUMBER".
160 INPUT
170 IF E <D*365*24 PRINT "NO/TRY A HIGHER:NUMBER"
180 IF E >D*365*24 PRINT "TRY A LOWER NUMBERYOU'RE
T000000 HIGH !!!"
190 GOTO 150 1

200 IF E=D*365*24 PRINT "********C0000LNESS!********"
210 PRINT "WELL THAT WAS PRETTY GOOD THAT
QUESTION NOW I DON'T KNOW WHAT TO ASK YOU SO I
SPOSE THIS IS THE END OF MY PROGRAM SO BYE SNIFF

-SNIFF BOO HOO SNIFF SNIFF-WAA WAA"

Reference was made in Chapter 2 to the BBC Computer Litefacy
Project, which had ras its aim to ihcrease community computer
awareness and to introduce programming in BASIC. In addition, there
are many books on the market about BASIC programming on
microcomputers. Choice may depend on the particular dialect of
BASIC available on the school microcomputer. Among recent
Australian titles that might be used for teaching/learning BASIC in
schools are the following: Anderson and Camille? (1983), Kelly-
Hartley and McKneil (1983), McShane (1983b), and Wolfe
(1982).

One of the best ways of learning a computer language is, of coarse, by
computer. An Australian software package comprising disk (lessons
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and test) and manual which exemplifies some of the better ways
computers can be used in learning is Legg (n.d.).

PascalA Language for Teaching Programming
Pascal was developed towards the end of the sixties by Professor Wirth
at the Federal, Institute of. TechnOlogy in Zurich, Switzerland, to
overcome perceived deficiencies in languages such as FkoRTRAN and
BASIC. Wirth's major aim was to introduce a language 'to teach
programming as a 'systematic discipline' since he was conviricediliat

_the_ langnage_in,_ whichthe -student is _ taught _ to_ express__his ideas__ _

profoundly influencet his habits of thought and invention' (Wirth,
1974:133). These sentiments are very' similar to those of Papert cited
above. Wirth named his new language after the French mathematician,
Pascal. Because the name is not an acronym as in several other
programming languages, full capitals are not used. There are many
implementations of Pascal, ii,major one of which is UCSD Pascal, so
named, after the Universityi of California at San Diego where it was
developed. Of importance tb this review is that Pascal is now available
for a number of microcomputers.

A trend towards Pascal in formal computing courses in schools was
reported by Brownell et al. (1982), though this was marked only for one
State (Tasmania). With the wider availability of Pascal on
microcomputers, the language is increasingly being used at the senior
secondary level elsewhere. One teacher to write enthusiastically about
stildents' reaction to the language is Lafferty (1983). The major
adVantage claimed for Pascal is its modular structure,. This is especially
advantageous in writing longer programs, for a large task becomes more
manageable if subdivided into modules. Thus it is generally quicker to
get a long program running if written in Pascal, and it is easier to
maintain.. Furthermore, the modular structure makes programs more
elegant and certqinly easier to read., The language is thus said to
encourage sound Jprogramming habits.

Other claimed advantages for Pascal are that it allows recursion
whereby a procedure can call itself, and that it allows the use Of local
variables thus contributing to the ease of combining modules. Both these
features, however, are available in some versions of BASIC, such as
BBC BASIC. Yet other advantages ,noted by Halpin (1983);
particularly in comparison with BASIC,'are the wider range of data
types permitted, that lines are not numbered, that Pascal is largely
standardized, and that the language promotes understanding of
computing concepts. There are disadvantages too. Lafferty (1983),
40
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fl;0.'

while .*ChWating it wider use, nevertheless co merits that shorter
, .

'programs entaillnore coding in Pascal, the use of a compiler rather than

an interproter requires some knowledge of the operating system,
colligation': is o en time-consuming, and the languageidemandS more

.",r from. Oth Studgnts'and teachers.
,PacrorsIikely to influence the wider adoption of Pascal in schools, at

.; -least ak the senior seddihdary level; are its cost and its use in universities
ancecollegei. Whether the language comes on disk as for the Apple or as

. an additional,plug-in ROM with the BBC microcomputer, Pascal needs
to be purchased separately and bud&eted for, and this could be a
conitraininggifluence. On the other hand, Pascal is favoured by most
departhients of comptiting science at the tertiary level, and this might

.4prormite itsuse in so'far as tertiary personnel are involved in the framing
maniculatiOn examination syllabuses:

-,LOG67;A Languagb r Learning

s. programmin language deikeloped at the Artificial
Aptellige e. Laboratory e Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
(MIT) in the late sixties early seventies (Papert, 1971; Papert and

Olomon,.19,71)' Originally ,available only on mainframe computers,
versiens'AcenoW:liconiing available for most microcomputers. Unlike
BASIC; L19,00 Must usually be purchased as an optional extra; it

t requires re: computer memory to run and generally requires a disk

(.1
dae.,:tie'spite,the ,extra costs invorved, LOGO is beginning to be more
Nvideljr3zstd in Austfalian schoOls, especially in primary schoolS.

Who developed LOGO, when he was Professor of
iMatherpatics and Education at MIT, originally conceived the language

airoblein-solving tool and Means of researching how children solve
probledS. Prier to hits appoii'tmerit at MIT, he had worked with Piaget
in Gen-pp for five-years and this influenced much of his thinking.
Taking issue with niany mathematicians and psychologists, 'Papert
argued -fstiotly that most computer; aided. instruction was being
wrongly impleMented: In his best-known work, a book that is becoming
one.of the mostAubtell in the fidid ofeducation, Mindstorms: Children,
Computers a6rfoweVul Idectsi, be writes:

In many schools today, the 'phiase 'computer-aided instruction' means
making the computer teach the child. One might say the computer is being
used to program the,ichild, Ili my;vision, the child programs the computer
anin doing so,, both acquirpea sense of mastery over a piece ofthe most
*deaf and, powerful techndloty arid establishes an intimate contact with
abme of the deepest 'Ideas from science, from mathematics, and from the art
of ineellectual tpodel builcing. (.Papert, 1980:5)

st f
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Papert's vision has already influenced many computer educators in
Australian schools.

Turtle Graphics

What distinguishes LOGO from most other languages is the use of a
turtle. The physical turtle looks rather like a large beetle about 23 cm in
diameter. Inside its plastic shell can be seen its motor; touch and light
sensors, and pen which can be lowered to leave a trail Is it is
manoeuvred across large sheets of paper (its microworld), controlled by
'signals through a cable connected. to the microcomputer. In its slightly
more abstract form, the turtle consists of a triangular pointer which,
similarly, can be manoeuvred in any direction around the screen (yet
another microworld).

Students are usually introduced to turtle graphics using English-like
command's such as FORWARD, BACK, RIGHT, and LEFT. Each of
these commands is followed by a number indicating the number of turtle
steps FORWARD or BACK, or the number of degrees RIGHT or
LEFT turn.

The aim in turtle graphics is no just to draw pictures with a turtle
°'J instead of a pen but to use this microworld to solve problems. Interesting

problems that might follow the drawing of simple shapes like squares
and rectangles are for students to show the turtle how to trace letters of
the alphabetfor example, the letter E or H.

The real power of LOGO is that the turtle can be 'taught' new
commands from a few primitives. To add RECTANGLE to the turtle's
vocabulary, for instance, the user defines what is known as a prdcedure.
Now in deferred mode, the starting and end points of the procedure are
signalled by TO and END respectively.

TO RECTANGLE
FORWARD 50
LEFT 90
FORWARD 80
LEFT 90
FORWARD 50
LEFT 90
FORWARD 80
LEFT 90
END

The final LEFT 90 is inserted so that the turtle faces the direction
where it originally started. Through many examples such as this,
students 'discover' the turtle total trip theorem, where the turns sum to
360 degrees. Most LOGO commands may be abbreviated using initial
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and final letters (e.g. FD 13K LT RT); by use of the REPEAT
command, the procedure for, say, TRIANGLE can then be shortened
to:

TO TRIANGLE
REPEAT 3 [FD 50 LT 120]
END

The LT 120 in the above procedure may come as a surprise to many
brought up in the knowledge that an equilateral triangle has three angles
of 60 degrees. However, children readily discover that, for the turtle to
return to its starting point, it is the 'outside' angle (not the 'Inside' angle)
that is important, another instance of the turtle: total trip theorem
''incidentally, the only LOGO theorem).

A useful beginner's guide to turtle graphics may be found in Abelson
(1982)1in an article appearing in the August 1982 issue of Byte, the
whole (focus of which is on the LOGO languaq,_ From a simple
procedre such as the one above, Abelson goes on to discuss further
studenV projects involving simple recursive procedures, games for
explo4ng , mathematical worlds, random numbers, list, and text
manipulation. Solomon (1982) in the same issue describes how a six-
year-old and an eleven-year-old used procedures to draw balloons,
floweiS, and bears. As one Australian newspaper headline expressed it,
`TurtIg b 'ngs kids out of their shells'.

The,tn on of recursion (which may be likened to the person who,
when ted three wishes by the genie of the lamp, always on the last
wish s,Ilects three more wishes, and thus goes on wishing for ever) is an

concept quite e ily in LOGO by making a very small addition.to the
'bsimportant one programming. Students may be introduced to this

concept
TRIANGLE procedure:

TO (TRIANGLE
REPEAT 3 [FD 50 LT 120]
LT'10
TRIANGLE
END

.

'As. with the three wishes, the TRIANGLE procedure calls itself,
resultng in the generation of quite complex patterns and, more0, ,,

ic rn
. ,
inipereantli, the potential discovery, of further mathematical
relationships.

py ,

_
lip 9 0 in Schools
107ioneering work with LOGO in schools has been one of the
delie4ements of the Elizabeth Centre in Hobart (Wills, 1979). The
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, LOGO Project (described further in Wills, 1980) used a minicomputer
(PDP-11) with a turtle and graphics screen. The students did not regard
their assignments with the turtle as mathematical, but more as artistic
activities, according to Wills. Work at the Elizabeth Computer Centre
and the University of Tasmania played a major part in the manpfacture

, by ,Flexible Systems, a Tasmanian firm, of what is called the Tasman
TUrtle, noy exported to many countries including Britain and the
United States. Meanwhile other pioneering work was taking place at the
University of Wollongong (McKerrow, 1980) where an,intirface for the
Apple was developed, and also at the University of Western Australia
(Allison and Edmiston; 1981).

Up until the end of 1981, trials of LOGO with students were largely
confined to a handful of centres around the world, notably Edinburgh,
Boston, Dallas, New and, in Australia, principally in Hobart. The
explosion of turtles into schools everywhere came with the development
of versions of LOglefor microcomputers. Four versions were reviewed
by Williams (1982)TI Logo for Texas Instruments mierocowputers;
Apple, Krell, and Terrapin Logos, all for the Apple; and Color Logo for
the TRS-80but since then versions of LOGO have appeared for the
Commodore, BBC, and IBM microcomputers. With the widespread

% introduction of microcomputers in schools, LOGO has become quite
popular throughout Australia. As one instance of this, a regular colurim,
Turtle Talk by Sandra Wills, now appears in the journal of the
Computer Education Group of Victoria (COM-3).

From a school in Queensland comes a report of the Gabbinbar
Project, which has among its objectives to develop programming and
thinking skills using LOGO. One of the several interesting aspects of
this report is what the students themselves (Year 7) thought of
LOGO:

'It is an efficient, simple, easy-to-use language that facilitates graphics
programs, geometry and logic.'
`Logo is a good way to get started in programming.'
'It is fun to use and you can see your results.'
'I follow the path of the ,turtle in my head and this improves my logical
thinking.'
'It (turtle graphics) helps me to undersfand geometry.'
'It helps in problem solving because you have to think.'
'When you have got a bug, you have to use logic to get it right.'
'Your skills increase by working out how to do programs and then trying'to
simplify?
'It has helped me work out problems that usually _I couldn't do.'
'The ability to form one's own commands: it is easier in Logo than Applesoft
or Integer.'(Crameri, 1983:9)
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Twd publications likely to increase the pOpularity of LOGO in schools
are Learning LOGO on the Apple II (M6Dougail, Adams and Adams,
1982) and the MECC (1983) handbook on LOGO. The,first of these
may be useful for schools with Terrapin, Krell, or Apple versions of
LOGO. It is a very gentle introduction to computing with LOGO for
students and teachers alike. The second publication, reviewed by Wills
(1983), like most publications from the Minnesota Edupational
CoMputing ConsOrtium (MECC), contains many useful student

,'activities and worksheets.
Other versions of LOGO are availablefor instance, Wollongong

LOGO developed by Miller at the University of Wollongong and TAS
LOGO adapted by Hayhurst of Reece High School in Tasmania. From
being one of the least known programming languages, LOGO has fired
the imagination of many teachers now that it is more widely available on
microcomputers. One primary school principal noted that children can
become either computer programmers or computer puppets and, if
teachers want the former, then LOGO is the language to choose
(BeauMont, 1983).

Advantages of LOGO

Many of those who write enthusiastically about LOGO describe its
advantages in terms of the shortcomings of BASIC (see, for example,
Papert's cOmments in the, previous section). As one instance of this, the
BASIC prOgrammer . who say, RECTANGLE receives the
following, unhelpful comment:

?SYNTAX ERROR

With LOGO, on:the other.hand, the message is:
I DON'T KNOW HOW TO RECTANGLE

L

At one level, there is little difference betWeen these two messages. At
another, there is a whole philosophy, for the implication of the firsf-
message is 'You have made a mistake' whereas the implication 'Of the
second is 'I (the computer) lack the knowledge. Please teach me.
other words, LOGO has the child or learner in control of the computer;
with many other languages, or at least with teaching program's using;
them, the computer is in control of the learner. To quote Papert again;,
`The best learning takes place when the learner takes charge' (Papeit,

,0 1980:214).
For Papert, too, LOGO encourages syntonic learningthat is, when

children' interpret the movements which they want the turtle to make in
terms of their own bodies. Thus, learners wanting to teach the turtle how
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to RECTANGLE must, first be to do it themselves. Children who
walk, jpr instance, tracing, a rectangular route (walkso many paces, turn
Igt;wal16. ..) or who Wilytthetr Mind's eye themselves walking to trace
out rerctantgle are:IikelOcii;e able to program the turtle,t6 do likewise.

'2. From teaching the tkIrtle how to RECTANGLE, how to SQUARE or
YGON, it is a small step (though a giqit learning leap) to teach

o to CIRCLE:Iorward 4 small step, turn a little, forward a little, turn
a h e untilik,okiaifive back at the starting point (a further instance of
the total turtle triP4leOrem). The power of LOGO is that learners are in
control of theielearning.

Another, :claimed advantage for LOGO is that %iir'erfcotrgges
structured proksamming or, more specifically, procedut orignted
prograInmingili commonly quoted example is teaching the turtle how
to draW-,a house, This task can be broken down into two steps or
proCedUreSdrawing a rectangle and drawing a triangleand the whole
becomes more manageable. Any complex task can similarly be
subdivided into a number of procedures. Getting each procedure toi

.work separately encourages good programming habits.
7,c,Y LOGO also encourages debugging., the computing term for locating

and fixing errors in a program. The learner who has developed
procedures for RECTANGLE and TRIANGLE may, when putting
them together in a procedure for HOUSE, write:

TO HOUSE
RECTANGLE

. TRIANGLE
END

In response to entering HOUSE, the turtle may trace the triangle inside
the rectangle, or under the rectangle, or even to the side. A positive
feature of LOGO is that the learner can actually see the turtle producing
each procedure in turn, and it becomes a relatively simple task to find
the logical bug in the program. To remove the bug (i.e. debug the
prograM) the turtle must be in a particular position and direction before
commencing a procedure.

Limitations of LOGO

The most often voiced criticisms of LOGO are that it is slow, that it is a.
language for children, only, and that it is primarily, a fanguage for
mathematicslearning. It is worth considering briefly each of these
limitations in turn.

LOGO is relatively slow and requires considerably more memory
than, say, BASIC. Thus it will not run on small microcomputer systems.
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The deyelopers at MIT were less concerned about speed and memory
than, with developing a -powerful language for learning. For many

applications in scl4odls, the limit ns of speed are not noticeable and,
further advances in techn gy, considerations of speed and

memory will become less important.
LOGO Certainly is a language that young children Can use to explore

powerful ideas. In Australian schools it is being used mainly at the
primary level (see, for example, Carter, 1983) and often with five-, six-,
and seven-year-old students (Beaumont, 1983; Rebbeck, 1983).
LOGO is also being used in special schools to deyelop logical thinking
skills (Williams, 1982). In the early development of LOGO, it was
more often used at the secondary and college le Gels, possibly because
there were few computers in primary schools. Abelson (1982:90)
notes:

In our research at MIT, working with preschool, elementary, junior high,
high school,.colldge students, and with their teachers, we've used LOGO to
introduce programming and the computational perspective at all lev41§.

It seems likely that, with greater familiarity, :teachers will use the
langdage here 'to introduce prograinming and the computational
perspective' at higher levels too.

That LOGO is primaptly a language for learning mathematics or
teaching children to be mathematicians, as,Papert (1971) expressed it,
is not altogether surprising in view of its development at MIT. A
dynamic turtle, or dynaturtle for short, has also been developed, which
is used for learning physics, particularly Newton's laws of motion. Less
well known is that a version of LOGO music has been developed
(Bamberger, 1982). Other writers (e.g. McDougall and Adams, 1983)
have highlighted that LOGO can be used also for gehdrating patterns
with wordsas in writing poetry, for example. LOGO is frequently
thought of as being just turtle graphics (which low-level versions on
smaller microcomputers often are) when it is in fact a language that has
arithmetic and list processing facilities. That LOGO is less used for
non-mathematical applications may simply be because of its early.
origins. It is, however, a language that is still evolving and it seems likely
that it will be used in more varied ways, in the future. The use of sprites
in some versions of LOGO is yet another example of extensions to the
language. These are shapes such as planes, rockets, and irucks, (or even
shapes defined by the user) which may be variously coloured and
moved around the screen at different speeds. As- was noted in the
discussion of BASIC, most computer languages were developed for
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iparticular purposes and it is limiting horizons to think of users being
familiar with just one language.

Authoring Systems and Languages
Authoring systems and . authoring languages are specialized
programming languages that are designed specifically to, assist teachers
write educational programs or computer-assisted-instruction (CAI)
modules. They are usually designethas conversational languages and
read very like normal English text. It is sometimes said that they are
programming languages fore those who do not wish to learn to
program.

Three such authonng systems and languages in use in schools are
described here. The first is COPILOT, a version of PILOT of which '
there are many other versions (COMMON PILOT, MICROPILOT,
SUPER PILOT). The second is the ZES authoring system which is an
Australian software development. The third is.the Shell Games.

CO PILOT

PILOT, an acronym for Programmed Inquiry Learning or. Teaching,
was first developed in 1969 at the University of California. In the years
following, Palo Alto School District near San Francisco explored the
use of this language With teacher-written computer programs .for

ryhearing-impaired prima and secondary school students. However,
differences in computer systems meant that the language needed to be
largely re-written and the new version was called COPILOT. One of the
researchers involved in the Palo Alto research program, now resident in
Australia, developed, a microcomputer version of COPILOT (Keepes,
1982) and it is this version which is described briefly below.

An example from Ke,epes (1982) best illustrates*the nature ofa CAIso

segment written with,COPILOT. The sample sequence is for teaching
the difference between 'doesn't' and 'don't' in simple,sentences. One
student's tteraction with the computer might look like this:

A MONKEY -- HAVE A SHORT TAIL.
?DOESN'T
VERY GOOD

and for alfother item:
ZEBRAS HAVE SPOTS.
?DOESN'T
TRY AGAIN
?DON'T
VERY GOOD
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This simple dialogue, which is illustrative only,-requires the itudent to
enter a response ('doesn't' or .'don't' in this instance) following a
question, and prompt.

The teacher wishing to construct such a lesson sequence must
obviously' enter; for each item, the question to be asked and some
appropriate response for correct and incorrect entries by students, This
is what the teacher's written program might look like:

90 Q.A-MONKEY HAVE A SHORT TAIL.
100'1.1 - .
110 A.DOESN'T
120 R.VERY GOOD,
130 W.TRY AGAIN
140 _WX1
ID W.THE ANSWER IS: DOESN'T
160 Q.
170 Q.ZEBRAS HAVE SPOTS". ``
180 L2 .4,

190 A.DON'T
200 R.VERY GOOD
210 W.TRY AGAIN
220, WX2
230 W. THE ANSWER IS: DON'T

This kind of programming is relatively easy toI jearif. There are just 11,
commands (e.g. Q. L. A. R. W. WX). When the computer encounters .

Q., thnine is printed (e.g. line 160 prints a blank line while 170 prints a
question). Answers are indicated by A. and responses to right and
wrong triesiiby R. and W. respectively. WX1 is a lkanch to
alternative response for a second wrong try and L is a label.

Lesson sequences may be considerably more elaborate with the
addition of just a few. additional commands. Speed of printing can be
varied and parts of text may be highlighted, by printing in inverse or

. flashing mode. Graphics can be incorporated, as can simple animation.
Even sound can be addedmusical notes together with clicks, zips,
whoops, and buzzes. Use of COPILOT forms a component of the South
Australian College of Advanced Education postgraduate diploma in
instructional uses of computers and increasing numbers of teachers are
now becoming acquainted with this language.

The advantages of COPILOT, and other versions of PILOT, are that
teachers who wish to constructprogrammed, inquiry. learning or teaching

sequences may do so much .more easily and quickly.. than in either
BASIC or LOGO, or any other language like FORTRAN or Pascal:
Disadvantages are that the current version: of COPILOT is rather slo*
and it does not make' use of the full power of the midtheomputer.



Another problem applying to PILOT more generally is that-, like
BASIC, there are many versions and little standardization across
versions. Nevertheleis; Willis, Johnson, and Dixon (1983:135)
conclude their account of authoring languages with the statement: 'We
believe that PILOT will become a widely used language among
educators'. Whether PILOT becomes widely used in Attstralian
classrooms will depend primarily on how teachers choose to use
computers, whether essentially for drill and practice or more as a tool as
in, say, word processing, simulation, or data processing.

Like COPILOT, ZES is a teacher's tool for crRating CAI lesson
modules. The total system comprises a number of subsystems, each of
which is designed to help the teacher who has had fittle or no
'programming experience. Written' for the Apple II with at least 48K or
memory and one disk drive, ZES is produced by a Sydney company.
The ,version described briefly here was released in 1981 (Zenith
Education. Systems, 1981).

The main program within the ZES authoring system is used to create
the lesson. sequence. This consists essentially of multiple-choice type
*questions with up to four different respotisis from whicif to select.
Questions may be accompanied by textual information, as well as by
pictures and illustrations, these latter prOduced with a separate graphics
facility. The teacher can incorporate hints and other branching as
desired. Yet, another program allows questions, answers, or lesson flow
to be altered or modified. The whole system is menu driven, by which is
meant that the lesson writer is presented with lists of options at different
choice points in creating the lesson. What ZES does, like the PILOT
authoring languages, is to simplify computer programming, while at the
same time allowing teachers to create individually tailored lesson
sequences.

Yet another feature of ZES is a reporting program which monitors
student performance. This can take a variety of forms.%F or example, the
teacher may request a question analysis, or the results offinslividual

, students or for the whole class, or even an analysis of studelif respohse
times.

The Zenith Education System (ZES)

The Shell Games
The Shell Games (Tognazzini, 1979) is yet another authoring system
that allows teachers to create their own quizzes. The name 'Shell
50
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Games' comes from the fact that'each game consists a shell into
whiqh teachers can, insert content for _learning and to ing. There are
three different games: The Match Machine, Professo True,kand Mr
Multiple. As the names of the games 'imply, the. Match Machine
requires students to match up items (wordr, foreign phrases,
mathematical expressions . . .) in one column with items in a second
column; Professor True is a true/false quiz; and Mr Multiple, the
familiar multiple-choice format.

What distinguishes the Shell Games fro% most other authoring kb
systems is that the teacher's only task is to specify theAitems for
matching or the questions and answers from which to choose. The
progratiihas built into it the instructions for adrninistering each quiz, the
scheduling of items, the giving of praise. ,for right answers ,or
encouragement for incorrect responses. In this sense, the games' are
literally shells which may be used to test/teach a wide variety of subject
matter.

The concept is quite a clever one. With the aid of this progiam, the
teacher can quickly construct a quiz to test almost any content and the
result is software tailor-made for some chosen instructional sequence
and, at the same time, with a professional touch match' most
commercial programs of the same kind. There are two negative a pects.
Teachers do need to know some programming (perhaps all achers
should) for it is necessary to delete and insert lines in the shell of the

Program (written in BASIC). Secondly, the praise and encouragement
built into the program have been selected for some anticipated 'typical
group of students; the language may not suit young students, for
instance. .

.,..
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5 USES OF COMPUTERS IN SCHOOLS

Microcomputers are being used in Australian schools In a multitude of
ways. School .administrators are realizing that here is a powerful
management tool and that many administrative tasks are similar to
those in small, businesses where the computer has proved an aid in
inventory control, access to records, budgeting, and accounting.
Teacher-librarians are appreciating that the computer can be.used to
good effect in many aspects of library work. In the classroom,
computers are being used to teach programming, to teach about
computers, to solve problems, to simulate processes, to draw and
design, to assist writing, to compose and play music; to access
information bases, to drill facts, to test learning, to stimulate thinking,
and to play games.

One confusing aspect about much of the literature in this-field Is the
range of terminology encountered and the lack of consensus about

. meanings of key terms. Some ,writers, for instance, describe learning,
withcomputers iAterms of drill and practice, tutorials, simulations and
demonstrations (Lathrop and Goodson, 1983). Others use a range of
overlapping termscomputer assisted instruction (CAI), computer
aided or assisted learning (CAL), ,computer based learning (CBL),
computer managed instruction (CMI), electronic blackboard. Yet
others sum up the use of microcomputers in schools in,terms of six or
seven major areas: teaching about computers, teaching/learning with
computers, curriculum support applications, administration, use of the
computer, as a tool, conununication/information access, and
recreational computing (Sandery, 1982b; Elizabeth Computer. Ceiitre,
1983).

The approach preferred here is, first, to separate learning about
computers from learning with or from computers. Then Taylor's (1980)
framework is used to distinguish between the various categories of
learning with or from computers, which clearly embraces the major uses
of _computers in schools. Taylor suggested that all computing in
education can be accommodated in one of three modes`tutor/tool/
tutee'.

In the first, the computer functions as a tutor. In the second, the computer
functions as a tool. In the.third, the computer functions as a tutee or student.
(Taylor, 1980:2)
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Any classification of computer use in schools must be arbitrary to some
extent with categories inevitably overlapping. It is convenient here to
review the myriad uses of this very generarphrpose machinethe
computerin terms of how they are commonly used in schools, that is
augmenting Taylor's framework to include:

Learning iibout computers
The computer as tutor
The computer as tool
The computer as tutee.

While it would be the exceptional school that could currently claim to
use the computer in all these modes, nevertheless the descriptions that
follow are based in the main on practices in Australian schools using
cbmputer software developed for the most part in Australia. This
chapter shoivs the wide variety of ways computers are being used in the
nation's classrooms; in the next chapter more complete programs or
projects are presented in the form of case studies.

Learning about Computers
The school with access to microcomputers can essentially use them, as
just noted, to learn about computers or to learn with or from computers.
Although there is not yet agreement among teacher educators about the
meaning of key terms, learning about computers (that is, as a subject to
be taught) commonly encompasses com kte!..r awareness, computer
literacy, and computer electronics.

Computer Awareness

Given the impact that computers are now having on every aspect or
daily life, it is hardly surprising that computers themselves should be
considered an object of study. School councils and parent groups are
being vocal in urging schools to purchase computers, and coMputer
awareness courses are beginning to be included in the curriculum
offerings of many schools. 'Considered by Sandery (1982b) as 'a
national asset', computer awareness is described by him as follows:

I like to think of .computer awareness as the knowledge required by an
intelligent citizen to enable that person to niake informed decisions about
computer related issues that impinge upon their daily lives. It is essentially a
knowledge of the power and the limitations of computers. (Sandery7
1982b:75) .

While much is being made at present of the need for computer
awareness courses, Barrett (1983) notes that this need may diminish as
the level of computer awareness in society rises.



Most 'computer mamma courses usually include some treatment of
such topics as the history of computers, the compone;ts of computer
systems, how they work, how they are used in industry and commerce,
social consequences arising, from the, introduction of computers In
society,,issues like privacy of information, automation, and a cashless
society, A computer awareness course that has received some
recognition beyond the Statein Which it was developed forms one of the
case studiesIn the next chapter.

Computer Studies

Overlapping computer awareness is the, question of how to use
computersthat is, how to program and how to run applications
packages, and this is often termed 'computer literacy' or ,`computer' "
studies'. Many would 9rgue that learning how to use a computer is the.`
best way to become gware of computers.

Which programming language is taught in computer literacy cour§e's,,,:,;.,
depends partly on whether suc courses are offered at the printary ox.
secondary level and partly o those advising teachers in cooputing.
Overall, BASIC is the mos widely used microcomputer language in
schools at present. At the pri ary LOGO is gaining i.11:Opulait't
At senior secondary le els, euctured, BASIC or Pnceis itrneaifigy
advised, and ere' is an introduction to "; astembly
language. "
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program TICCIT at Brigham Young University, and the work of
Atkinson and Suppes at Stanford, of Bork at California, and of Dwyer at
Pittsburgh). Extensive reviews, particularly of applications In reading,
may bo found in Mason, Blanchard and Daniel (1983) and in.Marsh
(1983), Shears and Dale (1983) cite an evaluation study by ETS at.
Princeton, which largely confirmed earlier evaluations of computer
assisted instruction: for subjects like mathematics, CAI generally
produces' greatest'gains, whereas CAI gains for reading and language
skills, though still significant; are dsually smaller, General support for
these findings is seen in the Australian replication of .Atkinson's
program at Stanford by .Cumming and Willox (1982).

'However, there is a paticity of Australian research regarding the use
of microcomputers in schoOls, not only as tutor but also as tool and
tutee. This is a field in urgent need of concerted action by research
bodies, by individual researchers and, indeed, by the whole educational
community.

. The computer as tutor may be used to provide drill and practice (e.g.
the learning of tables), to teach and test factual .information '(e.g.
memorizing capitals of the world), to develop masteryin spelling' or
number facts, to develop reading speed, and improVe comprehension.
Good examples of the computer used in this mode are that it can 'be

,taildred to the individual needs of. students, can provide diagnostic
information as well as ke,ep records of all student learning, always
provides positin reinforcement, and, of course, is infinitely patient.
Some brief desctiptions of computer programs available in classrooms
follow. These are a small sample only of the wide variety of softWare
that is available'. Their inclusion here is not an endorsement but, rather,
an indication of the different ways in which microcomputers may be
used as tutor in schools.

Practice in Science,
Funded under the Microelectronics Education Programme (MEP)!in
the. United Kingdom is a set of microcomputer software called Five
Ways. Software (Council for Educational Technology, 1982; Note 5),
named after the school in Birmingham which field tested'the resource
materials.

Consideration of one of the Five Ways programs indicates the
general underlying philosophy of this set of software. Symbols to
Moles, for example, is designed for chemistry siUdents to practise'
symbols, valencies, formulae, equations, and mole concept,
calculations. The accompanying manual contains suggestions for using
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the program following teaching of the concepts involved, Tho program is
designed for 'use Ilkilvklunllyor in small groups, and there is the facility
for the teuellorto check students' progress,

Teaching notes tiappliocl with each program in the Five Ways
software series provide instructions about running the programs,
selecting topics for practice from the menu, viewing students' scores,.
And using the management random to govern different aspects-Of
program 'use, MI programs wore designed for the Apple, with versions
for the BBC in preparation. There are other programs in the series for
geography,' French, business studies, maths, physics, and biology.

Teaching and Drilling in Language
One example of courseware available through the Minnesota
Educational Computing Consortium (MECC), designed both to teach
(termed `tutorial') and to drill (termed 'drill and practice') commonly
used prefixes in 'English, is a Language Arts packago,'Elementary
Volume 5 (MECC, 1980). When the program is run, seven lesson
choices are displayed in menu form, five tutorials and two review
lessons. As with most. MECC software, the computerized modules
make use of the computer's graphics capabilities,, and its random
number generator,. to randomize question order. A comprehensive
manual (50+ pages) accompanies the disk with instructions on each of
the programs, suggestions how the lessons might be used, worksheets,
scoresheets, and background information about using a micro-.
computer. '

Other MECC coursewakte is available in all subject areas, primary
and secondary. Training ma erials, too, tiave been produced on different
aspects of programming in BASIC and assembly language.

Practising Basic Number Skills

One of many programs designed to give students practice in basic
number skills is Mathvader produced by the Angle Park Computing
Centre (1983; Note 6). It is-in game form .and modelled on popular
video games, and students must enter the correct answers to basic
number facts (addition, subtraction,. multiplication and division) to
shoot the mathvaders descending from the top of the screen.

Level of difficulty and skill to be practised can be selected using the
teacher option. For example, level of difficulty can be varied by,
extending or curtailing the range of numbers. Thus if the 6-times table is
to be practised, the teacher may select 1 to 12 (or 1 to 10) as the tange of
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ill, to fl s)' !tomboy and 6 to 6 as the range Carrillo second; Tito avollablo
;do Otit Mallon Is on the disk itself, which is accessed by typing

HELP,

i i 1

The pomputer as Tool
t 's

T119, r,n1JOr ikiticlion or computers in schools is as a tool, as in business
itrisl'in commerce, and in home computing if games are in6Iticlod in this

,'11046, Like any other tool, the computer may ifo used to perform
/11)iiiitie iIar tasks but, because it is such a general purpciso tool, the range
41' t is s ft can perlform is 'wide; Computers may be used as calculators, ..

f°asfTas 1'6 ()tinting machines, as rather special typewriters, as well as for
stor n , vast quantities of information for subsequent access and
retrieitali but computers may also be used as learning tools, as tools to
'clraW,' to play music, to play games, and much more besides. Some of
these ouses of the computer as it tool in schools are considered
below:

A Ttallfor Calculation and Statistical Analysis
t: . .

Computers can be used as simple calculators using, 'say,BASIC or
L,000: Thus with BASIC, one could enter:

PktI T 243.27 * 12.7 to multiply numbers
PR T 49.82/0.296 to divide numbers
P t SQR(1024) to take square roots "

..

and, s*ilarly, for common trig or log functions. Calculations in LOGO
are very similar, for example:

PRINT 2*2/(6+4)
PRINT SQRT 129

,1:1; . .

Rand* 'numbers can also be generated. The instruction in LOGO; for
instance, for a random number less than 100, is

PRINT RANDOM 100
1

the'se rather simple examples, the Computer is used as a tool, instead
of alculator, or instead of mathematical tables and tables of random
numbe s.

.i.0 'small-step calculations in immediate mode, microcomputers
can be prOgrammed to perform various statistical analyses. Program-T-
Test (Queensland. Department of Education, , Curriculum Branch,
1981a), for instance, allows inferinces to be drawn about single
samples.. The main aim of the program, however, is to give students
insights into use of the t-distribution rather than to undertake
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significance tests on dots, In this sontie, it is essentially n simulation
package, The use of the graphics facility of microeompoters permits
students to see the effect of changing conditions (e,11, confidence levels)
when they ttOk questions of the sort 'What happens if ,

Another series of programs that would find ready application in
schools, this time more as a tool by teachers In analysing students' tests,
is that produced at Macquarie University (Note 7) as part of the Student
Assessment Project (Raumgert, LoWaild Riley, 1982), Tho whole
package, comprising sots of slides, computer programs for the Apple
microcomputer, and comprehensive manuals, was designed as a kit of
materials for proservico and insorvice education of teachers,

One of the program modules, TESTAN, produces test analysis
statistics for classroom tests, The program may be used for both norm-
refoienced and criterion-referenced tests, Tests are scored, and
percentagOs and a histogram of the distribution of marks displayed.
Statistics which can be computed include mean test score, standard
deviation, reliability coefficient, and standard error of measurement,
Then for each item is displayed the distribution of responses for. each
alternative, facility and discrimination indices, reliability if the item is
omitted, and point-biserial oerrelation coefficient, Two other program
modules allow the teacher, in interactive mode, to enter student data
into a file or add data to. an existing file,

Another program module, GRADER, combines marks (tests,
projects, and so on) within a subject or across subjects. Yet another
program module, MODERATION, is used to adjust marks so that the
mean and standard deviation are aligned to those of another test. The
final, program module RASCH is for item analysis using the Rasch
model.

This set of programs could be useful as a tool, not only for analysing
classroom tests but also for providing insights into topics like
moderation and scaling.

A Tool for Writing
As more teachers appreciate that, microcomputers can be used as tools
for writing (or word processing), so the use of computers is capturing the
imagination of increasing numbers of educators. When computers are
used as word processors, they are tools in very much the same way that
pencils and rubbers, biros and liquid paper, and typewriters are tools.
The enormous advantage of computers over. these other tools is that
what is written is' stored in the computer's memory, rather than on
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paper,' for easy retrle41and editing or printing ils desired, What enables
the computer to do these tasks is 'a program, celled a word processor,
There are scores or word processors available for praetically every
mierocomptiterAter1 Writer, Hank Street Writer, Ray .Script, Easy
Writer,' Gutenberg, Porfoet Writer, Seripsit,' Vie Writer, View,
Visiword, Wort1Star, Zerdexto name Just n few of the host, known
ones, MO (1983) notes that there are more than 4 word processing
software packages for .the Apple alone, ranging from undir $100 to
more than $500,

A key criterion for recommending a' microcomputer for educational
use might well bo the availability of a reasonably versatile, oasy-107,11so
word processor, The advantages of word processing programs are that
thby enable text to bo entered into the computer, edited and formatted
On the screen; and subsequently printed, Paragraphs can be inserted And
moved aroundat will, Different formats can be experimented with And
displayed. Limiting factd'rs which schools may need to take into account
are that word processing applictitions make heavy demands on
computer time, depend for offoctivonosi on standard,, often more
expensive typo of keyboards, desirably shottld have 80- column display,
usually require considerable memory or auxiliary storage, and
necessitate the purchase of a printer, a relatively expensive item if good
quality output .is wanted,

The biggest 'impact of word processors in the classroom is on the
process of writing itself. From around Australia are coming reports of
how teachers are using this new educational tool on a variety of
microcomputers. Earle (1983) and -Inkster (1983), for example,
describe the work in one primary school using the Tandy word.

rprocessing progrt(m, Scripsit; Smith and Gray (1982, 1983) working
also at the primary level use Zardax, a word processor for the Apple;
and I6iser (1983a) repOrts the use of Hi Writer using the Peach
micrOcoinputer with. remedial reading grOtips..

In a detailed case study, Kaiser(1983b) reports on his inVestigation
of the use of a word processor in conjunction with a process. or
conference approach to children's written language. How the word
processing program was, introduced, ,the' difficulties' experienced with
.teaching keyboard skills; the progreS4'Made by a sample of children, and .

the views of other teachers in the schoolabout the project as a whole are
fully deswibed in a way that nakes this a most useful case study for
other teachers. Three treMs noted by Kaiser were a tendency for
students to write at greater length when using the computdr, for the
increase in length to be accompaniedby.an increase in the complexity of
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Figure 5.1 Using a Computer for Writing an Essay (Photograph by
courtesy of Apple' Computer Australia Pty Ltd)

written work, and for no lessening of enthusrasni on the part of studen
as a result of using the computer as a writing tool.

In an address to English teachers about the use of microcomputers in
writing, Woods (1983a:35) notes:

The possibilities should be explored with a sense of Optimism and not a
Luddite-inspired gloom. English teachers dwell in a world of words, of
literature, and Of the imagination. We should be in the vanguard for
discovering the potential for computer technology in learning and in shaping
language and thinking.



Other tools available to writers, in goRiunction with word processors,
are programs to chuck spelling (u,g, Rap Spell, SpollStar, VisIspoll),
These are not Yet widely OM in ClittlfinVilth probablY bectittse a second
disk drive is usonliymeded, In regard to spoiling, Earle (1903) makes
OW interesting observatIOn that students note spelling errors mote easily

. when their) writing is printed by computer than In Its handwritten
frm,

So for,, word processors have been' used In schools to do what has
been done before, but in different ways that lead to an extension of the
writing process. Exalting as these might he new and greatly° uses of
word processors are being explored, At the Edinburgh 'University
pupartmont or Artificial Intelligence, for, instance, Sharpies (1903:$4),
describes what he calls 'a construction kit for language', Programs are

being devuldped which, In conjunction with a type of word processor,
arc being used to generate sentences, to plan stories, to transform 'text,
and IN a thesaurus, Thu use of the computer as 'writer's assistant'suus
certain to challenge the imagination of teachers,

A Tool for Music
Not too dissimilar to word processing programs ore programs for
processing musical notes. One such program, developed for teachers
and 'students to create their own tunes, is Sing (Queensland.
Department of Education, Curriculum Branch, 1981b). As with word
processing, users interact with the computer and create their own
musical compositions. Notes are entered singly, the ,usor specifies time
.signature and typo of note, and the score is progressively displayed on
the screen. At any point users can press a key; and the tune they have
created is played back on the microcomputer's speaker. Tunes may also
be 'saved, Program Sing was written for the Apple II with 48K of
memory. ,

A Tool for Drawing
In the discussion of LOGO in Chapter 4, we have already seen how the

t microcomputer can be used to draw pictures, though the computer here
might more appropriately be considered as functioning in tutee mode
rather than as tool. A graphics tablet, available for some
microcomputers, illustrates how the computer may be used as a tool for.
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drawing, Thus, instead of programming the turtle to trace, soh a &Wu,'
ottittonot amt ntitt a light pen. Any selected sluipil drawn on the graphics
tablet. immediately appears on the computer tiOrgen, 'Mak shapes Mtn:
he shaded in and the created picture stored on disk for retrieval at tt later
dote, in very much the OM way that text or musical tunes can he
retrieved. Prom drawing simple:shapes and pictures, it is a relatively
small step to using the graphics tablet for handwriting,

A Tool fOr 018piftying Inf9rMatiOn

The 'computer's graphics foOlity, coupled' with its speed of computlition
make it a usefid, tool for dliailnyIng information or for demonstrations,
This Motion of the miCroomputor is often termed 'electronic
blackboard',

An example of the mierocomputur being used to good drat as an
electronic blackboard Is the MCC program, Ausikomotry Volun4,1
(MF.CC, 1981), which demonstrates the drawing of curves from a Norio
of straight lino. One of the six programs kin the disk, CURVE?. a1M0,
displays a succession of quite ()Morino curve' sketches, all produced
knu.straight lines, A second program, 'CURVES', demonstrates how
to draw an ellipse, a parabola,. nod a hyperbola using the. approach
called audiometry, Like all MCC software, these programs are
accompanied by on extensive manual which tiuggests ways the
programs may be used in teaching. Thesii particularprograMs illustrate
how some software can be used across subjects (e,g,' Years. 3 to 12)
dopomihron the depth or treatment given.

A Tool for Simulation

Among the powerftil functions of microcomputer is the capability of
'simulating the operation of a systemperhaps the ecosystem of a lake,
the operation of a nuclear power plant, breeding oxperimonta, the search
for energy, or growth in world population. Simulations usually permit
users to' examine some aspect, of the real world under controlled
conditions, they often enable the study of variables. 'which might
otherwise be inaccessible, and they can promote a range of educational
goals./ Illustrative of the many simulations in classroom use, available in all .

subject areas, are Archeologicql Search (Snyder, 1982) which'
simulates an archeological 'dig, and Gold Dust Island (Gare, 1984); a
simulation game. Project RIME (Victoria. Education Department,
Curriculum Branch, 1984), by contrast, is not a software package but it
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is worth noting for the way in which simulations (and other types of
computer activity) are integrated into regular classroom° teaching.

In Archeological Search (Note 8) students have the task
organizing the excavation of a newly discovered historical site. They are'
faced with problems- of competing commercial interests and shortage of ,
time and money. The microcomputer simulates, the' stages of the
searchthe surface examination, probes beneath the surface,

laboratory exami tions and expert assessments of specimen findings.
Decisions must m e on funds to be spent at each stage of the dig in

the search for d ta that t give some clue about those who forrherly
occupied the 'site.

The accompanying Teachers Manual and Students Workbooks
sug,geit ways that library and other activities may be integrated with
sessions at the computer. Particularly effective in this courseware are
the suggestions for class management, enabling a microcomputer to be
used with a class of students, for students need to do much reading and
discussion before theyoke their turn at the keyboard. Logs are kept,
tentative hypotheses mad to be confirmed or rejected in the light of
evidence uncovered. Through this simulation, reading,- writing, and
reasoning are all promoted, and students are introduced in an exciting
Way to scientific method, all in a real and believable context.

Gold Dust Island (Note 9) is a rather uniistial Computer simulation.0,
game, unusual because the underlying educatidnal objectives are not
cognitive but affective. It is a simulation in which co-operation among
players is encouraged. There is no individual winning or losing as such.
Rather the game simulates a slice of life and allows players ,to
experintent with different behaviours in their personal dealings with
other players. It is true that players can die in the - game, .though this
results in a loss to the group as a whole, and players quickly learn that
individual survival depends on grotip cohesiveness and harmony. Part
of the objectives of this simulation game al for students to establish
even what the problem is, and then to detenrline what their goals shOuld
be. As in real life, students learn that one person's actions have a ripple
effect on others.

Gold Dust Island is one of a new series of Australian produced
software which demonstrates the versatility 'Ind potential of
'microcomputers to enhance learning. This simulation is produced for
the Apple and .BBC microcomputers.

The Reality in Maths Education Project, known better as RIME
(Victoria. Education Department, Curriculum Branch, 1984; Note 10),

is a newly available set of mathematics materials. What the'RIMt
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materials endeavour to do is support teachers by illustrating, among
other, things, how computers may be used in mathematics classes .for
simulation and modelling. Particularly noteworthy is the way computer
activities are integrated into regular'inathematics lessons, how account
is taken of the fact that most classrooms will have .at best but one
microcomputer, and how lesson sequences are designed so that all
students will have a turn at the computer.

A Tool for Data Processing
The most common use of computers by government, business, the

. military, and nearly all major institutions, according to Coburn et al.
(1,982), is in data processing. The information society depends on vast. 4

files of informationrganized in databases; and only through computers
is it feasible to access, manipulate, and retrieve selected information.
These authors go on to comment:

.o
Until recently, the sole,instructinal application of data processing has been
to teach it, as a skill, in 'business education courses. In some schools,
advanced business education students even carried out most of the data

s,proces 'ng tasks for the school on computers. However . . . imaginative
eduator are beginning to devise ways of adapting the data processing
capabilities of computets to enhance student learning. (Coburn et al., 1982:
43-4)

Two imaginative database program packages are discussed here;
both produced by the Elizabeth Computer Centre in Tasmania (Note
11). The first, produced in 1982 and given wide publicity }uring
Information Technology Week, is The First Fleet Database : Convicts
andv,Csmputers (Tasmania. Education Department, 1982).. The

...
second, scheduled for publication early in 1984, is proirisionally entitled
Birds of Antarctica (Tasmania. Education Department, 1984).

C4'The First Fleet Database package comprises one disk containing the
database (versions available for Apple and BBC), computer printout of
the data, Teachers Guide and student worksheets. The database itself

;contains the personal details of the 777 convicts who arrived with the
7 First Fleet in 1788given name, surname, alias, sex, ship, date of trial,

place of trial, crime, value of crime, sentence, term, trade; `and age.
One educational application of a package like The First Fleet

Database is the example it provides Of the structure of a database7the
organization of the data into files, each file.comprising records (one for
each sbject), and each record made 'up of fields (one for each datum
recorded). How to treat missing values c4n also be observed.

,The major purpose of this database,.IIOivever, is 'to give-secondary .
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students a greater understanding of information technology by giving a
practical demonstration of computer application to historical research'
(Tasmania. Education Department, 1982:Preface). A simple query
language is provided which allovis students to interrogate the database,
to test hypotheses, and to engage in historical research. From simple

requests like, How many convicts were named, say, Smith? (e.g.
SURNAME = SMITH) or, How many convicts were boys under 15?
(e.g. SEX = M and AGE > 0 and AGE < 15), students may go on to
test such hypotheses as whether, say, the Essex Assizes were harsher or'

more lenient than- others.
The database provides a rich source of classroom activities, lot all

necessarily computer based (e.g. reconstructing a map of Englarid or
finding out about such occupations as Caulker, currier, and furrier). The
32 worksheets and guide for teachers contain many suggestions for use
in the classroom, and could provide a good model of the kind of
documentation that ought' desirably to form part of any courseware
package.

Birds of Antarctica represents something of a departure for the
Elizabeth Computer Centre, as this particular database is an example of
scientific research and the data are very recent. In November and
December 1982, as part of the Australian National Antarctic Research
Expedition, one scientist's task was to record all sightings of bird life.
This survey, in turn, formed part of an international program called
BIOMASS (Biological Investigations of Marine Antarctic Systems and
Stocks), the aim of which is to try to understand the interrelating
components of the Antarctic marine ecosystem. It is an ongoing
program of scientific enquiry.

The database itself comprises all the observations of seabirds made
by the scientist during the voyage, together with meteorological
information, time, date, and ship's position and activity. Interrogation of
the database follows the style of The First Fleet, allowing the-user to
answer questions such as, In what latitude ranges, or in what conditions
of ice density, are cape petrels observed? The student can become the
scientist through the use of this database, building up a picture of the
habitat and behaviour of seabirds, in what is an area of scientific and
economic importance for Australia. Several additional features of this
database permit information to be displayed in histogram, barchart, or
scattergraph form, with the option of several descriptive statistics.

A feature of the Birds of Antarctica database is the comprehensive
manual that accompanies it. There is an introductory section on
climate, marine ecosystem, and seabirds of the region, together with a
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brief history of exploration. Full background information is provided on
how the data for the seabirds were collected. These sections lead in to_'
details of how the database was structured and how information may be
retrieved from it. And, as in the First Fleet database, there is a range ,Rf
student activities, not all, necessarily involving the computer, suggest/ink?
ways for imaginative teachers to enter into continued exploration and?,
discussion.

Versions of the database are to be available for the Apple, BBC, and
Microbee 64, with the possibility of extensions to the IBM and Tandy
microcomputers.

A Tool for Accessing Remote Databases
In the previolis section, the use of the computer to access information in
databasek near at hand and of a statOdnd was described. Neither of
these conditions is necessarily restrictive. Most people today take for
granted the facility offered by the major airlines and some travel agents
to access information about flight schedules and reservations, or the
similar facility that allows theatre seats to be reserved and issued from
remote outlets. Microcomputers in schools can similarly, tap vast
storehouses of knowledge wherever these might be located, in one of the
capital cities or in another country. The implications for education,
while potentially far-reaching, are still largely unaplored. It is,
however, a development available now.

To connect a microcomputer to an information database, usually
stored on a much larger computer, what is required first is access to a
telephone. While a dedicated line may be used, the ordinary telephone
provides a ready means of connection to virtually anywhere on thetlobe
for the price of a telephone call. Required next is a relatively
inexpensive device called a modem to connect microcomputer and
telephone. The modem ,(so called because of its modulating/
demodulating functions) converts or modulates outgoing digital signals
from the microcomputer to audio signals necessary for the telephone
line, and then reconverts or demodulates incoming audio signals to
digital signals for the microcomputer.

The Source is one of two major general purpose databases operating
in the United States (the other being CompuServe). Willis and Miller
(1983) describe some of the facilities available to registered users.'
These include such consumer services as making travel, car, and
accommodation reservations, buying and selling real estate, placing
classified advertisements, and discount buyin4Sending messages to
other subscribers is, possible through the associated electronic mail
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service. Users may also access a variety of,Computer programs (e.g. for
statistical analysis). Yet other services available provide current news
bulletins from the major wire services (e.g. United dPress International)
or the latest share prices, say, on the New York stock exchange.

To become a subscriber to The Source, there is an initial connection
charge (approximately $100) and a minimum monthly charge (about
$10). Thereafter the user pays for the time connected and the rate varies
according to the tiiii &of day, Similar networks are beginiiing tgoperate
in, Australia.

A somewhat different mode of access to database infoimation is
referred to as videotex, a generic term applied to the display of text,
print, and still pictures on a video screen. Several different videotex
systems have developed (principally in France, West Germany, the
United Kingdom, and Canada), of which the best known is the United
Kingdom public system, now called Prestel. Of significance to
Australia is that, in October 1983, the Commonwealth Government,
reversing a decision of the previous government, gave its approval to
Telecom to establish a national videotex data service. Since this system
is likely to be closely modelled on Prestel, a brief description of Prestel
follows.

Originally known as Viewdata, Prestel was developed by the British
Post Office and introduced as a public system in 1976. Information is
transmitted from a central database over the telephone network, to be
received on a user's television set equipped with a modem-type device..
The modem is.,equipped with a keypad which permits the user to relay
information back to the data base. Dunnett (1985:1) describes its
operation more precisely:

To receive information you telephone a data bank, identify yourself as a
subscriber, and use your remote control unit to call up the pages you want on
your television screen. The data, stored in digital form, is converted first to
audio signals for transmission by telephone, then back to digital form by the
decoder attached to the television set, before finally being displayed odthe
screen. Being a two-way system it is possible to use the keypad to answer
back.

As with The Source, Prestel enables subscribers to call up a wide
variety of information, to place orders, make travel reservations, read
financial newsletters or the news, see weather forecasts, through a
modified television set or microcomputer linked to the telephone
network. Prestel can be accessed from Australia, though telephoning
ISD is obviously expensive. The user with access 'dials' the Prestel
computer centre by pressing the appropriate keys on the numeric

I
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keypad....F011owin$ the displaypf the, contentis nagesOhe user may, fob.
iexaMple,shoose,to branch travel informa 6,k4-.)ni where thy. next
.chOlce be to a articular airline and theii+4 arti ular.rciiite.:' he
database may.then be interro gated about the al) lab ity of seats for
pariicular dates. aa'd,finally,'Onessage may bettela0d to tiie; line

ado. The USe of cotr anti graph' akes:*requesting a booking fo
foe,readable present

,k?::
The TelecOMIery expected t gritting bythe:, d of 1984, is

offeisinilles0-yices together with some of its own itch '00' the
ma on ntarned,in the Yellover Pages of a telephone directory. It

tas o ounoedlhat the sefyjce will provide, what is called a
gateway facility gke access to external datilbasei. The Ministerssfor

uniCatibris in .annoupcing the new Seryi4 said, pffect; the
ha 'onal videotex SCIPiCe will serve a deosnidliid:tiatiOnal library'7
with an extensive ,range of infofmation being: Made available, Via the
telepitOne line'. (PresSirelease). With -the 'domestiesatellite system,
Ails*, *ending Telecom's communications network tb the .remoie
ar1as of Australia, alibrary of information will be available to anyone
wit a telephone and a suitably equipped visual display terminal, for an
annual Charge plus, in all likelihood, the cost of a local call.

,Modelled on The Source, and providing some similar services to
Prestel, is The Australian Beginning. Like these overseas networks The
Australian Beginning comprisei a number of separate databases which °
the user may. interrogate to find; for example, information about
weather, airline schedules, sporting results, or news. An electronic mail
service is available and computer programs may also be tun ono the host
mainframe computer. To subscribe, users pay an annual membership
and then according to time used on the system. Currently users in
Melbourne and Sydney can access The Australian Beginning for the
price of a local call. Other users need to pay STD rates, thigh
developments by Telecom are expected soon to extend the local call
rate.

A Tool for Organizing and Handling Numerical Information

Another very common business 'application that is beginning to flow
through to business studies. courses in schools is the use of 'electronic
spreadsheet' programs.. In :fact the availability of these programs on
most microcomputers, perhaps more than any other single program, has
contributed to the popularity of personal computers. The earliest and
best known spreadsheet: program is VisiCalc. Released in 1979 for the
Apple II, it has become the most popular software product yet produced
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(McMullen and McMullen, 1983). Othenspreadsheet programs now on
the market are Supercalc, Multiplan, and an Advanced Version of
VisiCalc. Versions of these programs are available for most major
microcomputers.

In the business world a program like VisiCalc (short for visible
calculations) allows the user to process many columns and row's of
numerical data simultaneously by asking questions Of the kind 'What
if . . .?'. For example, what will happen to projected weekly, monthly
and half-yearly profits if an additional tax of half of one per cent is

levied on all financial transactions? At the prels of a few keys all rows
and columns affected by the imposition of such a tax visibly change.
Formerly such calculations were done on large sheets of paper (hence
the name spreadsheets) with pencil and rubber. The microcomputer
proviCles a window view of an enormous spreadsheet which extends,
depending on the computer's memory, for several hundred columns and
rows; the window may be moved horizontally or vertically by pressing
the arrow keys and, of course, all changes to row and column-entries are
made electronically. Its ease of use and its applicability to a wide range
of probleins makes a program like VisiCalc a powerful tool.

The potential of educational applitations of spreadsheet programs
would appear to be, considerable, though to date such programs are not
widely Used in schools. There is an obvious use in accounting for
balance sheets and profit and loss Statements, and some teachers are
using spreadsheet programs in business ed6cation. Some teachers of
agricultute, too, use VisiCalc for farm management. Spreadsheet
programs might be used also, for instance, in health and nutrition
courses to analyse calorie intake and energy consumption, in geography
to analyse demographic and population trends, or by administrators to
analyse patterns of retentivityindeed, in any subject area where it is

appropriate to look for patterns and test hypotheses from numerical
data. It seems probable that the use of the computer as a tool in areas
such as these will increase- as general subject teachers realize the

potential of spreadsheet programs.
A new software release (reviewed by L'Allier, 1983) is a courseware

package that provides instruction in the use of VisiCalcan instance of
the computer as tutor for the computer as tool.

A Tool for School Administration
It is recognized that computers have an important role to play in the
'running of any modern business, and certainly the projection of sales of
microcomputers to this section of the market far exceeds that of sales to
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schools: 4.;ess widely appreciated is that the average-sized priinary or
secondary school is comparable in terms of administrative tasks to be
performed to a medium-sized business. As Sandery (1982b) noted, in
many country towns the school is the largest business. Some of the
functions of a computer in school administration include staff and
student records, inventory control, timetabling and scheduling, financial
transactions (accounts payable and receivable, general ledger, payroll),

, -
attendance records, enrolment information, students' academic resplts,
age-grade statistics.

It is important to recognize certain problems which confront
indiVidual schopls wishing to use the computer as a tool for
administrative tasks. A trial report on the use of a general database
management system (Angle Park. Computing Centre, 1982a)
highlighted such difficulties as the amount and variety of information to
be stored, the diversity of school organizational structures, the lack of
suitable, hardware and software at the school level, the shortage of
computing expertise within schools, maintaining systems when staff
leave and, not least, questions of security of information.

The Cothputer as Tutee
In the computer as tutee mode, users teach the computer, in contrast to
being tutored or using the computer as a tool. The major difference
between this mode and those discussed above is that now the user must
communicate with the computer in a language it understandsin other
words, program the computer. As programmer, the student assumes
responsibility for his or her own learning rather than being a mere

1,9 computer puppet (Beaumont, 1983) and this, according to Leuhrmann
(reprinted in Taylor, 1980) and Papert (1980), makes learning
qualitatively different.

Taylor (1980) who coined the terms, 'tutor', 'tool', 'tutee' notes
several benefits arising from knowledge of programming:

First, because you can't teach what you don't understand, the human tutor
will learn what he or she is trying to teach the computer. Second, by trying to
realize broad teaching goals through software constructed from the narrow
capabilities of computer logic, the htiman. tutor of the computer will learn
something both about how computers work and how his or her own thinking
worIcs..Third, because no expensive predesigned tutor software is necessary,
no time is lost searching for such software and no money spent acquiring it.
(Taylor, 1980:4)

Some support for Taylor's views about the benefits of programming is
forthcoming from other sections of this review. The evidence from
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cross-age tutoring stddies (see,fbr example, Craker and Richardson,
1981) 'generally shows benefits accruing from the practice of, older
students tutoring those in lower, grades.. Although no studies were
located in the' field of schools computing in this regard, it would seem
potentially,iseful for, say, secondary school students with programming
projects to locate these hi nearby primary 'schools. ,Taylor's sett:11d
observation; that the human tutor of the computer learns simultaneously
about human thinking and about computers, comes close to the
approach to educational computing in France called "informatique'.
Taylor's third observation is only partly right. While BASIC is usually
supplied with most microcomputers, other programming languages need
to be purchased and require a certain ,minimum memory to run.
Languagei. like LOGO *nd Pascal are not available for all

microcomputers currently ih\ schools..
It is interesting to note that the major pioneers in educational

computingfor example, Papery' and Luerhmann----have been more
interested in the computer as tutee than in the computer as either tutor or
tool.



CASE STUDIES

This chapter presents descriptions of developmeng in schools
computing from different parts of Australia. No claim is made that this
is a comprehensive listing of key developments. The studies are a
sample of the innovative work being done which came to the author's
attention during the course of this review.

There is the possibility, in. presenting a series of case studies such as
those which follow, that the impression could mistakinglY be given that
these are fairly typical of current developments in schools computing.
This is not so. It is worth reiterating that the examples were selected
because they were pioneering or appeared highly innovative.

Computer Awareness. Teacher. Support Material kko,..

The Angle Park Computing Centre (APCC) within, the SOOtil
Australian Education Department (1982; Note 12) has developed a
package of computer awareness teacher support materials which is
becoming known throughout Australia. The package is designed for use
at the secondary level (Years 9 and 10), though in some schools it is
used at lower levels, and at others in Year 11 as part of an elective topic.
According to S'andery (1982b), it was used in 1982 bV approximately
16 000 students in South Australia and by about 600 classroom
teachers. Since the vast majority of these teachers had no special
qualifications in computing, the materials served an important inservice
function. Enquiries for the materials interstate suggest that theyare al
serving a useful function elsewhere.

The' materials come in loose-leaf format and consist of overhead
projector masters, background information sheets, suggestions for
student worksheets and Assessment exercises. The loose-leaf format
'allows the ready insertion of more up-to-date materials, cuttings,
reviews, and so on. Tlieinaterials are, for the most part, machine
independent, though som ,/were originally developed for use with an
optical reader batch. system, and other parts of the materials apply
specifically to the Apple microcomputer. However, parts of the
materials are becoming dated because of the rapidly changing field, and
are currently being revised.,
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The course outline comprises five main topics:
1 The components of a computing'system
2 The history of computers
3 Using a computerstudent classroom activity
4 Everyday use of computers in society '
5 The social implications of the widespread use of computers.

Each of these major topics is supported by materials designed for
teacher use. The history of computers section, for instance, comprises
04P masters showing, with approximate dates, the development of the
abacus, Napier's bones, Pascal's adding maching, Leibniz's calculator,
Babbage's engines, right up to the present large-scale integrated circuits,
together with accompanying documentation about each of these
milestones. A' recent article by McShane (1983a) could probably
complement this history of calculating devices, for McShane argues that
the history of computing should be considered within the wider context
of the history of information processing, which dates back to early cave
paintings of 20 000 years ago. The loose-leaf format of the APCC
teacher support materials allows for this and other materials to be
inserted easily.

Computer Studies at the Upper Secondary Level

11.

Tasmania has a long lead in offe,,*ng computer studies at matriculation
level, for this subject was fink introduced at the Iiigher School
Certificate level (Years 11 and 12) in 1972 (Wills, 1980). COmputer

studies is now also offered as an option in the School Certificate course
(Years 9 and 10) and is one of the most popular student choices after
English and mathematics.

The aims of the computer studies course are described in theHigher
School Certificate Manual for 1983 as follows:

I To introduce appropriate aspects of computer education which will
satisfy the needs of students preparing to live in a modern technological
society

2 To produce an awareness of the social, cultural and economic impacts of
computers on a modern society

3 To develop skills for the analysis and solution of problems, some of which
may be solved using a computer

4 To provide experiences which will form a basis for further study
5 To develop an' appreciation of some of the many and varied applications

of a computer
6 To provide an intellectual challenge in an area of learning which demands

precision in thought processes and the use of language ,

7 To provide skills which may be useful in the study of other Higher School
Certificate subjects and which may make the study of these other subjects
more meaningful. (Tasmania. Schools Board, 1982:77)
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Examination of these aims suggests, and this is confirmed by a more
detailed analysis of the syllabus, that the computer studies course is
non-mathematically oriented. The course is offered at two levels, Level
III (Advanteit) and Level II, and within each of these levels three broad
areas are encompassedcomputer concepts, computers in society, and
programming. Practical work accounts for 50 per cent of the
assessment. Bock (1983:10-11) describes this practical work as
follows:

This practical work varies in its nature. It may consist of learning
programming and problem-solving techniques using a high-level language
such as structured BASIC (Years 9, 10) or Pascal (Years 11, 12).

It may consist.of the completion of exercises and projects using software
packages such as databases, simulations, logic games, word processing,
editors, financial systems, and so on.

. areas such as the history and development of information processing,
computer systems and computer applications are dealt with to some depth.
During this part of the course many projects, assignments and exercises are
set, At Years 11 and 12 other topics such as data representation and data-
communications are covered.

Tvvo signficant factors ,,emerge from the above. The first is the non-
mathematical orientation of the Tasmanian course. There is a ready
appreciation, it would seem, on the . part of those who framed the
syllabus that computers have' as much (perhaps even' more) to
contribute to subjects like business studies, English, social sciences, and
languages, as to subjects like mathematics and the sciences. The second ,

factor, which may be, inferred from the large numbers of students
electing computer studies at thise advanced levels, is that teachers in
Tasmania must be qualified to teach these computing courses. Bock
(1983) reports that a tertiary subject, 'Computers in Education', is
regarded as minimum qualification on top of other teaching

'qualifications and that more than 200 secondary teachers have
completed this subject. This subject is the most popular of inservice
courses offered (Sale

1982).,

Microcomputers in the Primary School
There have been several instances of highly innovative work in primary
schools highlighted in the national press. In an outer suburb of Brisbane,
for example, there is the Centre 2000 which, with its mobile computer
centre van, takes information technology is students in schools that
have no computing equipment. From Melbourne comes the description
of St Catherine's School, where students in the preparatory grade work
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with and learn about microcomputers. Spreyton Primary School in
Tasmania is said to be the first primary school in the country to install a
computer network (Scott, 1983a). The focus here is on a primary school
in Adelaide which, quite unexpectedly, was asked if the staff would like
to give a computer network a trial in the school to gauge t e effect on
children's development.

During 1982, Tandy's education division donated a network of 16
microcomputers, work station, and printer, to the South Australian
Education Department. It was a.bold move by Sandery toask,Mitcham
Primary School if it would like to use the network as a general school
resource, and in particular to test the hypothesis that access to a word
processor improves the quantity and quality of children's writing, for
none of the staff had any prior computer expertise. According to Earle
(1983:40), the successful implementation:

. . . has been possible because of a school-based staff/curriculum
development focus. We were deskilled but technology has been treated in'
context with staff, students and community learning togetherand with
s'stem support.

That it has been successful so far is attested to by others (e.g. Hancock,
1983; Woods, 1983b).

Woods (1983b) has implemented the, project, helping teachers
observe students' writing. behaviour when using microcomputers in a
language arts program. Using video recorders, the team has been noting
what happens as students make and revise their written drafts, observing
particularly students' talk, how writing dovetails with, reading and other
skills, and what students feel about computers and about themselves as
writers.

The early experiences of five of the teachers working in the project
have been recorded (Woods, 1983b). Here teachers touch on such
issues as the introduction of keyboard skills, the use of word processing
with young children, the motivation effects of interacting with the
computer, and the relationship of programming to editing. and
writing

The use of the computer 'network has not been restricted to the
primary school level only. Watts (1983) provides a comprehensive
account of the experiences at Mitcham Junior Primary School with five-
to seven-year-olds. This report details, the support receive from the
Angle Park Computing Centre staff as well as from the Pfaff of the
primary school, the gains and changes noted in children, and the
considerable gains also made by teachers. What makes this account
particularly useful is the highlighting of issues emerging m the
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program: issues like availability of software, demands on equipment and
time, problems of class management, the role of ancillary staff, and
equality of access by girls and boys.

The two-year project is still . ongoing. and further results and
conclusions must await further reports. Hancock (1983).notes how the
compitter experiences at Mitcham provide for a range of student
abilities and learning needs, how students view written'language as
something. real and worthwhile, and how using the computer has

increased interaction in the classroom. Part of the success at Mitcham is

that The staff of the school, and all those engaged in the project, have
gone to the trouble of recording their experiences for others. It is a
model that might usefully be extended.

-4

Computer Based Learning in Clinic and Classroom
Can microcomputers provide a means of incrdasinglearning in schools?

DO microcomputers extend the ability of children to learn, as rt.Pape
asserts? These are among the pressing questioRs about microcomputers
in schools. The whole schools computing movementi, both in Australia
and overseas, is predicated on the assumption that computers in the
classroom are in some way beneficial to learning' Yet evidence with
regard to microcomputers Is sparse. This view is supported by Roblyer

and King (1983:22):
Until now, commonly held but largely; unsubstantiated beliefs have been the
driving force behind the educational movement. Unless we conduct some
fundamental research now, we may soon be heading in unwanted °

directions.

Basic as well as classroom-based research into all aspects of the use of
computers in schools, desirably of a sustained and systematic ind, is

clearly ,needed.
Possibly the best counter-example anywhere, to the statements

immediately above, is the ongoing research being conducted in a small

laboratory at the Australian National University. The somewhat
unlikely' sounding department to be investigating children's learning
with computers and the development of basic skills is the Department of
Engineering Physics. Led by chief investigators,Lally and Macleod, the

Information, Sciences Laboratory in the ANU's Department of
Engineering Physics has been resea'rching computer-aided skill

development for nearly a decade. More than 60 research publications
have been produced by the small team of computer specialists,

engineers, educators: and psychologists since 1975., The most recent
work of the unit has been to extend the earlier findings of laboratory and
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clinic to the classroom, in asystematieexploralion of microcomputers
for developing, handwritings reading, and nuniber skills (Lally add':'

Macleod, 1983a). .
Cbmputers and Handwriting '-'.

The early work of the research unit focused on tenching handwriting'
skills. Working with mildly intellectually handicapped students at the
Woden School in Canberra who could not sign their names, Macleod t'
and Procter (1979) investigated the of a DIGIVtJE graphic disp1ay
screen connected to a POP-11/20 minicomputer. Students usecLa `pin%
to which were attached two fine strings. The movement of these strings
tracked the, hOrizontal, and vertical positions of the pen as it pressed
down on the display screen, leaving its trace in the forth of movements
(similar to the turtle's movements in LOGO). The study was essentially
onti"of- shaping students' fine motor control while' teaching them to
pe' iCeivd. differences between the shapes traced and d theiraattempted
reproductions. Conducted in "a clinical situation, .using:small groups of
stuslots 'angl determining in advance required-levels of accuracy for.-

acceptance, the- comptfer-based handwriting. studies -broke new
-ground; both -in the development of teachini-ecjiipment and of new
'nstruc 1 strategies.4 .

d studies by the ANP researchers have, had as their aim te:

eiterid the benefits of what was legrnt in Ate_ clinic, to the regular
'ClassrOilifi. With. the wider` of microcomputers in schools,..
:the focus dem:rent research has been.to trarisfe;ProgramsfrOin mini to.
'rnicrOcomPilter and to continue handivriting triais;:ivith furtheigroups, of
students. Lally and Macleod ,r(1983b) .. report the successful
implementation of computer programs on .ari Apple II Plus with 48K
memory, single-disk drive; and, graphics tablet. Piguig 6.1' shows",the
kind of work being done with the equipment., -

,

...,What are the advantages of computer-baied;.hand4iting exorcises a*

..over traditional, teaching methods? According to ,Lally and'Macleod
.(19831):8 *-9): '

Computer-based handwriting exercises enable .itudeati to be both.accurate
and active' learners: accuracy (If respodse is maintainecieven though students
have to think.about WhatlheY, are doing and"PrecliCt the sequence of s' trakeS
'needed to comPlete lettet shapes, This, is actieVed by using exercises with
varying degrees of computer guidance (e.g. partial cuesI, and by informing
students quickly of, any incorrect movements.. (thus localizing the,
consequences of wrong-choices alid,interriipting developmerifjcil awn ua
patterns): .The" procedure adopted emphasizes the process us it
haadwritiag as well as the appearance of the product. Physical separation o

..
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Microcomputer Handwriting Exertisis Using
Graphics Tablet

epen and display helps to explicate relationships between visual and
,0

muscular feedback in a way that is not possible with tradititnal media..

1
.

4Pbmputere a Reading

In parallel t handwriting trials, the ANU research team has,been

fir investigating the use of cOreputers for teaching reading. Trials were
9 conducted, agai9 wish mildly.intelkctually. handicapped studebts at the
. Woden School, and also with'students with specific 'earning difficulties

at t.'e City Educational Clinic in Canberra. Grocke(1983a) describes
two experimental trials, one a sight word program desigried, to teach
recognition of words on the Dolch Sight Word List, and the second40,
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' I

3.
. .

l',
' l' ' improve reading comprehension using p odified fa of;-cloze

procedure. ,ikf'-.
What makes these, reading programs ex icing is thtAlsy-of 'a touch

sensitive screen in conjunction with a speech synthesize'rf.,
. ?',

Students, for
ingtance, who are attempting to complete' blanks in passtiges of text
(cloze procedure program) may receive help by pointltilg*ttny, word
which is not known,. and a modsratc1);:, spccessfull*prOn-:'91 its
pronunciation is:h;ninediately, rendered (se'e Figure 6:.7)Fitite::OrnpUtcr
also provides feedback. A correct choice receives ,the spOicenireSponSe _

'Good work' and, the word is typed id the gap; for'an ,i4orrect choice,
,...the student is told to read the sentence again, -" . ..!''.:,',

Evaluation studies (Greeke, 1983a, 19830 ..showie.d that students .

referred-to the Educational Clinic and receiying'"cormputer instruction
made significantly greater gains òn sight vocatiutarrand comprehension
tests.than did control groups. Where follow-Up tes4'were administered, .
the training groups maintained the-gains 'PrevioOly made.

s.
The reading programs have gate- through a sinrular transformation to

the handwnttng programs. Developea,first'ontPDP. 11 minicomputers,
. .

versions ofShe programs are noir,/ available on Apple microcoinputeis
and are iiiting field tested in several' Catiberfa primary schools.
Although the Apple versions are not as powerful as N programs first
developed, the microcomputer has enabled .the AN_ ) research .ii
extended from the clinic into the classroom.

:,, t..

kgcho,61 Compgerized AdtMnistration:Systent,.
A computer system:to handle Much of the routine Ministraton

,.. ., '.. ".4..',
i

,

1 necessaryfor the sntoth running of 'a school has:1Veik4d at' Brisbane
Grammar School (BGS). Like most computer systems,. the one at BGS
developed gradually a will no doubt continue to change as needs

`arise, Described belovr
rja

are the 'Chief features off the sYsteriV as lc
Orren0 r5PerateS on a VAX 14/130 Minicomputer. installed :at the
s9htiol bringt 1983. A second' minicomputer (PDP'11/04), which
preVioUsly Candled the attninistrative tasks o school, is now used

' eXclusively fof.student programming, to proc ss mark-sense ckrds, and
to serve a network of microcoMpUters. Th school also has nine'Aand-
alone Apple microcomputers.

The Computer philosciPhy of the schobl is described by ,Solonion
.: ..'

(1983) in a .c
, ehensive accoun0; of the administration and

accounting p '3^-' s, in use at BGS: Routine accounting, within the
school is c for ii'y a standard acoeunting package (Digital
Integrated Bus esS, Systems) and is not described further here. It

i
is the'

...>
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Figure .2 MicroComputer Reading;; Exercises Using Touch
Sensitive Screen for Prompting = (Photograph by
courtesy of the Department of EniOneering Physics, '
AuStralian National University)

aditinistrative suite of programs, all develdped at BGS, that may
provide pointefs to other ways that computers can, be used as tools,
lighten the, administrative burden pf teachers. ..

There are five main corttputer programs in the I:4GS s stem. The first
is ADMIN which controfi the student.and teacher ter files. This
program generates nime, address and phone lists, clas listi;and sets of
adhesive labels at any'of several locations around i'dhboi (thain -.,
office, computer-centre, headmaster's office and su i ect. masters'
offices): .., ;: .,. .

A seco 'iram, ENROL, maintains and accesses. ditabase of
airthose'Wh ave put their names down to enter the sch 1 (up-to the ,-

year-1996Y. Yet another, program TIMTAB is Used s an . aid in 1-

constructing the ctimetable and printing a ty o mhvidual , ti
,

and teacher "timetables. N. ' ft

V
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A fourth progrant, CUMAT is used to, geiierate Cumulative

assessmenW. for pludepis. AlldkvinK up to 40 test, tdsults per student,
options rad provided for weigl!ting and standardizatidn orsttdent scores .

,promr-aggregating them 11#1dilligent ptiniasei.leacherii "stay select;: ,..:-

. ,.- reit 12t,tg. be pyktgd, rgok4rdered'..if desired, and wgh 'grailings -,.ll'i;.,, ,,
:,4jfici, if4i.,,e,.*,...,04,,, ..tH _ .. ,- 0-4', . 4

,,,. ,,,,,, 0,, i,

t_Tkpl,O411104.,. 'PORT, deseribed herc in slightly. more detail, lie)

in ill '`'iiiiiikati'dlii of "school reports -.V i guie 6.3 ShOwS:Cille ;041* .1:
I

produced ,commeots made ;On" One.--sitth former's, r.01:44: eq, t_tst,t . ...,,,,r
,...:,r4;>i. .-

student's, name, has`lleen; dialled). The ,seCond'iii046;,, nt i.-40.n(.;,4,

lepiiit, is piodUced manually Kit. the first page','.1it'e:Sh n 'pt.. is

generated by REEORT,frOrn a minimum of teaehee-iiiPtiff _ e.,

To use RE PORTzsubjeCt masters have constructed, for each Siibjeet.'..,

taken,at the school, fotir,banks of comments, each bank containing l'...-

comments (labelled A ,ihroug to 11, Thefeliowina:is a selection of
comments from the first bank or the'subject, English (the .? standing In ' ''-.

place of the student's name):
A. ? has a sound understanding of thp language, He is able to bnderstand,

interpret and write satisfactorily.'. . f ,i : .;;:, i.- -

J. ? has a good understanding of the set nOvels, liut has found the draina and
poetry

?'s reading comprehension is poorbecaitie his "vocabulaii? is

,The remaining three bankS contain further comments aboOt different
aspects of the- subject. Thus the fourth 'bank fore English includes the-
followings r'sy-

G. His'ornl work is well prepared and the Preseh ation is entertaining; clear
;,7

and sincere.

J.

=

N. His shyness prevents tt(e development of oral skills. He must bicoine
more!.,involved in classroom discussion.

Y: His oral skill's are limited; he does not speak clearly, tends to be toobrief,
and has insufficient prepared 'material..

The way: REPORT works: is gat, to print,the subjects` studied by
ea ON

each Student together with teachersNiames, these being draWn from.the

student and teaCher files respectively:leachers then select comme
from the four banksfor example, ildfijz ifno comment in a bailkfft
the letter Z is usedfoi. example, :BGZJ and, if none of the *meta
comments are thought appropriate; a paragraph may be written for:*
subsequent typing. ,

It is interesting to note that- obst,,,Of the administrative program's,

described abovo were written in BASIC, since staff found VAX;';
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BRISBANE ,GRAMMAR SCHOOL

First Assessment 1983
Naine:;1 NULL Alexander Graham (Alex) . ) Fnrrni,

"Agfil lyears 13 months . Date; '1

. * MR. R, BOYD 1"1
Alex has s very good underatanding of the set lex He shows 0°0141146as
in, class dlsoussloh and in writing. An agility to un erstand Ideas front veried
sources and to draw sound conclusions ha Ben demonstrated, ,Nis
approaCh is enthusiastic at times buthe does not maintain his/efforts
consistently, :i 1

EARTH SCIENCE - MR D.L. MORRISON , . .sf+..;;11
..

ryAlex show's considerable talent for the memo and recall of the definitions,
laws and boncepts in .Earth Science. 1-ils enthusiasm for practical work is
.reflacted,in a very good result. He is an enthualastic participant in class
activities and works without close; supervIsipn, ,

MATHEMATICS I - MR D.J. O'NEILL!' v: * ;;f ;` ; ;,:,:
..; }sigh achievement has been attained by Alex;in Mathematics I. He is an.

industrious student who works with commendable bare. His in his
own advancement has assisted in gaining this good result.

.7"....

MATHEMATICS, '° - MR DJ-.MR 3,:,. 1 .1..1..,-..:
Alex has 'shown considerable ability In maaiiemntici tl and has produced
work of a high- standard. His attitude ad: his standard of work are
commendable and-he is making satisfactory pfogress at 1Js stage.-r
CHEMISTRY - MR J.K. WATT 1:I..;
Alexis an attentive studeitt, with good self-discipline. He attacks Problems
with confidence and deterMination. He,has a reasonable knowledge of facts
and laws-hot there is need to improve in this regard. He fully comprehends
arid 'able,to-apply them to both iamillar and new Situations..

IMYSICS
7.,:;fq-f.,-,

,

E.J.-'MR J MEEKING
Alex, has learnt definitiCha, laws and formulae well. He has shown

. considerable ability in problem solving. He 4,s an attentive student making
sound progress.

in terms of meeting the:achievement objectives of the
Programme of work for sich.Subject, the student

'appears in, the'Ppsition indjcated
r

e.g. High Lowe

Figure 6.3 Computer 'Generated 'Report .Forrn .

vergion cif BASIC 'such an lutenaiMe:. language'. Solomon (1983)
'onclucRi his description Of the W1iS4'computeried adMinistration
Akan with these comments:

The esSon to be learned ,is that:: the installation of a. machine witft).p.:
y;



mhataced operating system .versatile file handling may appear to, be
initiallyexpon.'Ive, but In the Medittmto,lung form, loads to untold innefith
ip.tno.saving and the degree of aecoplance of tho mystont and Its user

,programa, (Solomon, 081:91

,AittiOation Ilia the system has been widely accepted by all stair
lihat,PrAnor expansion& and developments are being suggested:Ir.

A Statewide Computer NetWork
"The Director of Computer Services from the University of Lancaster,
who visited Alstralia towitrds tljb end of 1980; said pf the three,state
departMente Most involved in.`fichoolvomputing (Tasmaniae South
Australia, 'and Western Australia), that 'Tasmania Is easily the'mOst
technically advanced' (Beauchamp, 1982). The case study presented.
here is based on observation, of the Tasmanian computer network
(TASNET), 'referred:Id by 'Beauchamp, and the quite comprehensive,
account in Brownell, McShane, and Read (1983).

The.geography of Tasmania has no doubt contributed in 'part to the
development of TASNET though,: as noted in another Case study in this

:ochaptekthe interest in schools` computing by education department
personnel in Tasmania is a long one, dating back to the early seventies.

Beauchamp (1982) noted that another contributing factor is the 'strong

commitment to the, belief that every child should have some exposure to
'computing in school and, further, that the most valuable expOitite is
interactive computing.

The basis of TASNET is the location of PDP processor in the four
major centres of population .(Hobart,. LauncestonDeV6nport, and
Burnie), each of which is connected by a dedicated,line to a central

processor in Hobart, as illustrated in Figure'64. Each centre services:.

the schools, colleges, and administrative offices initstigionwhile at the,

same time having access to common shared 41IItwes at the central
;facility. Every high school. in Tastrtrittilymci every- education

dicollege is equipped with terminals whicitpiOidesO;On-line iaciity to .."

lie central processor and thus ready conneOlon to>fillOth'er.tiper&on the

. network. Operating in tandem to TASNET is .a large number of :'

:itiicrocomputers,.. largely purehased by schools, to complement: the
MN, ET'termirialS.
TfrYee xamPles of administkative stipiiiiit that TASNET oiltr

scho011 ici-fb by Broiiiej4McShane Rearf(1983)..

first is a cdt d library 5ataloguinglacilitY:
developed af Part of the Schools Commission project tom

iMprovc the role ofentiaj4ed libiarycatilogtat-bY rising a computer based
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Figure 6.4 TASNETA State*Ide ..gducatjonal Network

system in Adelaitie.j'asmania decided:Wake the SOUth Australian data and
to set up an on-lioe cataloguing data base. This system ridtv hai more than

,b_109.,. items available for on-line searching by any school or college with a:-:
teal 1.. Schooli caniequest catalogue cards to pe.iptintgd at the School -
Libra Branch on a high Ofiality 'printer or eAr-Pgokftalogue'froin the
compti rminal: Currently 15 000 cards per week are being printed on the
central 'p ter. (Brownelt, McShage and Read, 1983:S) ;

;The 'second example is system,' called MEDIA
. controls the movement of all audiovisual 'materials (fil0410,-slideS)

loaned to° ..nchers by: the Ed9cation DeoStnetit'S, MediaTentre:
The system Vitts,expanded in 1977 to allMio any, i%liozols wit a tepnintil to

°Qa interrogate the system in a variety of ways. For examAga school may wish
to rim, a course on computer awareness. for Years 9 and la students. The

84°.



teacher can ask the MPDIA system for a list of, films suitable for this level'
and on the stilliet0( cmputing:. AfteridealifYing 0801111 films, the system
will print out (Multi of their availability. Thu effect Wilds system is to
provide all schooli With te,,Same AMIN to infortuation no motter.11"
remote they may he. (Browaell, McShane, and Road, 1983;6)
Yet another example of support for t000llettlbrau TASNET is n

system called ISIS which 'plows teachers to gage th `Pliformance of f

their students relative to students elsewhere in,the stat . This systim is
cleverly updated each time it is used, providing always thdinost current.'
norms available. This is how thy operation of ISIS is:.doscribed:

ISIS system is a computer-based aid to moderation. TeaChers are .able to
select a test from a large item bank in their subJeQt area and give this` to their
students. The computer then marks and analyses the lost and cpmpares the
students' results with the state aVerage for these questions. The teacher. is
then given report showing them,w and normalized results for each.student.

tlis means that the school is informed aboth the, way its students arc
fforming relative to the rest or the State.'

l'he question profile is also updated as a result of each test so that the state'
averages always reflect the current student population. (Brownell, McShane;
tkd Read, 1983:6) )

Educational ,Applicittion of Videotex
-, Only limited trials of the educational ipplications of videotex have been
conducted,.rind leading in this field has been the work of the Technology
Centre of the Education Department of South Australia.' Dunnett
(1983) describes how Prestel in the United Kingdom was accessed first
in 1981 as part of a trial in distance education methodologies. Further
trials followed to test the feasibility of a videotex-type systernfor use in
government departments. More recently, larger7scale -exPerimental

trial of videotex in schools was completed which pointed to the potential
of videotex in education, a potential that could soon become §. reality
now that the Federal Government hes/Made a commitment to develop a

nation-wide videotex service.
As part of the South Australiawieicperitnental trial of videote, a

number of schools and regional offices were supplied with,prestel-type
decoders which,;When connected to television sets,'enable$1 selected,,
information to be received and transmitted over the teleptionelletAilc.,
The major trial igvolved the ordering ofequipmetttbyschoolrfrom state
suppli. Teachers and buisars imthe seleeted centres were ableto dial up
the atabase in which was stored the state supply equipment tatrtiogue
an order supplie 'e diallirOvai, done by pressing keys on the

rneric keypad; nected;'tiier could branch to desireittiOns
f the catalogue lace orders for equipment directly: 6h a'

,Aystem were to bec-Oriie fully operational, sChOols would be aljte tO 16ow '4'.
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SA EDUCATION GAZETTE
No. 17, Vol, 11, Weak Endinu 117/83

VACANCIES
APPOINTMENT TO NEWLY ESTABLISHED/DEVELOPING,' , HIGH
SCHOOLS 1884
In accordance with established procedures, applicationfrare Invited for
transfer to Reynella, East and Aberloyie Park High Schools. Applicants,
should 'note that the filling of these positions is by transfer but outside the
normal process, Applications for these positions should be on separate
ED112 forms Ming 1982 forms) marked either REYNELLA EAST HIGH
SCHOOL ONLY or ASERPOYLE PARK HIGH SCHOOL ONLY In box 18 on
the form. An attached "curriculum vitae" would be appreciated. These fornui
must be forwarded

600018n

Key 80001# for Index # to continue

Figure 6,5 Page of Education Gazette Received ;on TV Screens in
Videotex Trial

immeditfiely how much the ordered gOods would coit, their availabilitY
and delivery schedule, Further, as on* 'iVer(4)aced, so the inventory.
would be immediately updated. -

As part of the trial, tea, ,c,o.pld also access the Education'
Gazette, a regular bulletin dis d by the Eddcation Department to
all schools that is, teachers c trial schools were able to read the
Education Gazette on their TV screens, rather than. in the usualq4,51N
published form. ,One-Of the sample pages is reproduced in Figure
6.5.

A number of problems were experienced in the trial of videotex (see,
for example, Anderson and Ehvart, 1983), Some teachers were less
confident about, using the ,system than .,pthers; itiere.' were some
difficOS.in)naking connection, because:VI busy host, and when the
telephone was connected to the school's television, it piiiiiirid4tu-Se
of either for other purposes. Despite f- these problems, the system
demonstrated how information coultbe, transferred to as it
became available.. In the case of th6T*,,tcation Gaieite, for example,
the production,typesetting, printing, distributionis time-consuming
and costly. The trial,showed that iis now technically feasible wit6the

linking of TV, telephone., and computer to replace the current fortnightly
publiCation of this joi-nat., The,-,iniplications:of a national videotex
service, are-enormous but inost cneationallrplications arp yet to be
eiplored.



EMEROINO ISSUES

'Phis concluding chapter looks.briefly at some of the emerging issues in
computer udtleation for Australian sohoolS, In a field that is changing

rapidly, li Is not possible to see mita iltrther Aileen(' than two or three
Years, the period of time currently considered a gonortrion in
microprocessor technology, A second caveat Is that, with th ,t,tttioVon
development In schools computing across, Australia, what is thiAght
as an issue:in some parts of the country may not yet be an issue
elsewhere, or may have ceased to be an issue,

VObleptives
,

The release of the Report of the National Adv,lsory COmmittee on
Computers In Schools to the Commonwealth'ommonWealth 'Soho* Commission
( I 983b), together with the establishment of a national structure to
oversee the allocation of 'federal funds, will result in incrOased debate
about national and state objectives' for computer education, This debate
will form part ;the Wider ci)scusgicin of the role and impact of
technology on Australian society.'

Contributing to the Uebate at the 'national °level are continuing
discossions about objective; foi schools computing at the system and
state levels such as, for instance, the priority of computer awareness
within computer education. Co-operation between States in Making

software available on advantagedus terms to contributing members and

in framing of policies for computers in schools niay extend further to
include regions within States, and to embrace nonlovernment rand

g'91411AfT14009Nr-
Ati6tiewols acquire computer systems, -as stand-alones or networks,

there is =. increasing debate withid school', communities 'about, the
deployMent of these sYtems. For secondary, schools, whit-is etrierging
as an issue is that part of the regular ihjake of students has participated
in computer awareness courses at primary schobrwhile other student;,g
except fOr experience acquired informally, are entering secondary
school with little' or no .knowledge of computers: An urgent is'stie at.all .1

levels 4s the lack of any planned or co- ordinated activities at preient.'"
with the result that transferrtng students, or even students progressing
within the same schooloare not receiving: a coherent introduction to



computers and compotor oonoupts, nisi of course, is a problem of
sollookinsed curriculum generally and Is not specific to comPuter
education.,

Noide 'end PriorItlea
A continuing issue is pg, oduqunta-preporntion of teachers already in
schools to use computers with confidence in their regular Witching, This
need, is unlikely to diminish In the not r future sincemany leachers, eller

j an initial introduction. to the no Celinology, wish to Author tlteir''''
isnowledge about computers Hag t it use,

ndOpelitte !, I4441W pres (vice 'edtication,Of teachers, Tim
tedNI*10 fancied schemes
4PoluilniPt V6 avutirenoss of teachers in schools
o ooditilmio ngo, Wtwiiiicitt is harder to change and lags behind,

iflaPeateace of this factor depends on whether teacher employment
is In an expanding:or. declining phase. .

Administrators:as well ati.tioareterial staff and aide's in solnlolc, need
4onsiderAWn in the planning ofcomputer devolopment,tiaining Combs,

.Cupertino Unt*Sehool District in the United States and in 9
,.0Ortain Australian StatikdIcferant'courses haVe been provided tor these
gionps since experience sugRsts that school principals, lbr instance, are
noticeably loss `reticent and icntative about the new technology. in a .
group with other pridcipais than in a width. grouP. L'

The special needs of girls is yet another issue with regard 43

computers in schools.. Do boyS tend to monopolize computers? Are
there more opportnnities for boys ,to use computers because of
frequency of use in certain, subjects? Andr. what is the role and
participation of women in coMputer-related positions; both within the
education system ,and, outside? These are important questions, with
implication,f4.'POlicy and for curriculum. The non-invonon- involvement
women in computing is,one of the major problems identified in the
sepOrt of the South Australia Tertiary Education Authority (1983).

Anoth4 aspect of the equity issue is the.extent to which the provision
of computing facilities depends on _type of school, affluence of school
cojiuntinity, or regional location. Problems distance and isOlatjon in
most StateslitelmAs Hoffinan (1982) pointsout,:that to:take equality,of

. access seriously is a major consideratio
What is likely to continue as an issue is an, attempt to specify

minimum standards for computer equipment; and perhaps even to aim
for a common operating lystem teallow more ready interchange of
software. Developments inAhis. area could become even more complex
88



than et Present, siutie or the &twitter monihliroqi that muy is

the figure tluminittu the personal, ctimputer. NOMA are tOeriter the'

field; all well,. him (wont tnerketplitee is witnessing ifgivoro shakt-t)iit
with the result that soma currently poptilar microcomputers may cease

mattuilieture, The appearanee of more ,I6,bit-mietoeompoters and'Ille
move,towards more portablelhotterY-powered) Systems, eimplett with

further ntivenues In technology, seem likely, at least In the short term, -to::-

comPlielflo the attempt to produce a common set of soomuittiolis for -
Computer systems NOR§ Steles or regions,

!tepid changes In technology also pose ',Kahle:us for SoR402i-
developers, Improved disk operelinglystdms, for instanci, limit the Um;
(if dormer() developed ftwearlior. versions of .such ((merits, Choppin
(1984) predicts- that other 44elopments, such us Soflwaro. with (Indio

input or. access will 'severely reducp. the demand for

current. software
firgonotpic considerations will loom as issues too, Qf motions of .

l'urnilme design (e,g. height of desks,. tip() of chairs) ead..eye strain

estitiNg from prolonged .use or caused by monitors with flickering
images, are beginning to he raised, leighting, too, will assume greeter
importance, gi'Ving, OK to questions about source of light, same
refleptions,,and glare04, ,

Com!Olkinttilerincreasing pressure from vendors :or'
computer equipment, from the media, from parents, and from
enthusiastic staff oZ:ItI10 CS: schools commit' themselves. to heavy

toon microconq uters.'wiiheut determining hoW .these arc to

he used Parmti_eirtilks selecting and rejecting schools. because of. .

sabots` cariitititekifferio s or non-offerings, An issue that lfas not been
Widely recognized with espect to computer hardware is the extent to
which schools migh scertain the kinds of computer. experiences ,

available in student. homes with a view to commenting these:
Other pressures faced by schools result froin coMpetition for fun&

The purchilie of coMputer equipment is n major expenditure and one for.. .

which a continuing 'budget is' necessary., In "the typical business
situation, for instance, an npproximate rule Of thumb is that the cost. of

software is 80 per cent to 20 per cent fbr hardware. Yet some schools, in

striving to purchase hardware, are failing tobudget for software at allIn
this sense, computers are coMpetintfor funds at the expense of 'other

equipment,;nt the expense of SoftWarwhich limitsilternse.ofcompUters,'

and (Alen at *the- expense of librarY ptirchases.
6

Lt

.
With limited resources and funds, a contentious issue is to determine.

priorities, In placing microcomputers in Schools. This issue hai already
r . 89



Pill(614341 iii IhO WWI, N. Conlimomaillth
its. feettitunatulations Ibr 1084 Urged the

commiinW04101 liovornroutit to duvuli4p a national conmatereducalion
program. for, alt,,diehooli,, However, in issuing guidolincts to 11ta

lttntissittn, the orniermitertt:allivated, fitntis sectualkiy
Oh only, Some woniti lupe thatillteitutteuti'areAintioni, the initial

el.,nitatilit should lOctts: itn Oise' ohotit to enter, the A'Oritforee, Others
941er that it,ikstiosih19-ikincitida printorP.sehtmls,at the otitsthiln the

'diiieloptnent of o fitiol, coherent progrmo for all And.,taliers ,
'argue forma hnerintatiteposilloil i)( KonlOr ttelioill activities
and, at 11w same .; Onto,: progresstvely it&ditneltig:-.n.prrigrant trout the

uiallest school.yeara uPsVarilli,Ttip Slime 1011d of ilabate occurrilig ;ditto
!ultimo' itivyl Is being heard at the SYstenuttal stiqe leVels',Itiallit many
school etittitella iteroas the country.

Within schotils, an emerging itistieil,k, the degree of support for,
,lidinittistrati4 applications fitrett,, With; .11nOttitctioniti -Uses, cif
compiiturs: Much 1401tnt',htl ttiolktititinaccountingiiWgprdlkeeeing',,,'
schothllianIS shallittlti, ay! 'ilitess, and like any husinettalkaltle4br
computer' tallow ,9112 '

.

'.o ' cethiM7 teachers, alont inservice and
pfe.Service edit OfC61141161t (thou; computer hardware sad,
more especially pater software, This issue was voiced by

n 0104 (MO for a antionitl clearinghouse for
ittanitttittka y uters 'to (*Italian; thy intatchange Ittudwitte
'aild !(Oftwa4. Slates and the -ctAipeiative
developmen 9 in 1,, 11irlytirtttpingh: quaiity :software ' ,(Shears and Pale.
1.083:18). 9atelyileentrallized agencies,:particularly if loCated in
('anherht, ,45oked 'tit. with stisPicion by the States. An
alternative might he a series of regional clearinghouses.
hollowing,' ?" British Microcketronics rducation Programme. lead,
these might' even cut across state boundaric4, and have.just a small
centralized co:ordinating, function. .

An important role ors any clearinghouse for information ahotit
coMputers and their itScc is a disieminatirm one and there, are.nniny
forms this might.taIte, Information or Fact Sheets, such made'
available by the coimeil. flo, Educational Technology in the United
Kingdom, would titiseful. So, top, Would pubileation like The Dig0:1

fok Sqfl WO el! Eaucatioi I, a new kind e,if journItl which. ade its,
firsi appearance in 1983. In :loosc-leaf format, such .'ti publication,
containing reviews of software readib(Olailable,'in AUstralia, could help °

Meet a need felt.. by tcackeri In. all subject-.areas and
J.



Usage,and Approach

The use of computers in schools and clhisroorris is an area bristling with
issues, most of Which to date have received scant attention. For
example, what are the educational implications of-using computers in
the regular classroom, perhaps drawn from a central resource, as against
a centralized school facility for which'class groups are scheduled?\Does
the type of organization adopted determine how computers are used,
say, as tutor, tool, or tutee? This kind of question may be one of the
major issues_to emerge in the use of computers in schools.

Not unrelated to this issue iS the Iyhole question of networking.
Current practice in many schools is to group -a number of networked
machines in,a single room. This is not the only arrangement but, it is the
Most .common. The advantages advanced are that it Facilitates

.management, it aids security, and ;it results in economies from the
,..,shared use of peripherals like disk driVes and printers.: hether there are
!.leducational benefits besides .these administrative and economic
ladvantaggs is a questioh to be debated. .

There are other problems associated . with networks relating to
licensik, fees, royalties for programmers, and`the participation-o1,-----
publishers in educational software producti9n (Anderson, 1983b):1(ii.
reported that a major problem for manyc-network users is 'getting
software to run at allL(Watt-1983:74)0Much rftWarefor example,
that produced-loicihe .BBC microcomputer in England where the

____---predominant usage is as a stand-aloneis found not to4drk on
networks in Australia.

While some of these problems may be short-term in that advances in
technology' Will produce solutions, the location of microcomputers ,
within a scht;(11-Ind the decision to purehasel, say, a network system in
preference to a series of stand-alones are important issues impinging
upon,sthe way teachers use computers and their approach to "them.

The whole question of copyright of Coinputer programs is a highly
contentious issue. The Federal Court decision (December 1983)' that
computer programs cannot be protected b,y copyright and the appeal
against this decision (February 1984) seem-certain to lead to demands
for- change in.the copyright law._

Yet another issue i3 the immediate future is the high student-to-
cornputer ratio. Evenni the best .equipped schools, computers are a
scarce resokce and a difficult task for teachers is the managemeht of
this' resource. Different organizational arrangements discussed by

.Vogler' (1983) include the teacher using the computer -for



demonstration, students working at the computer:lin ups, and,
individual use, For the administrator, there tiro mlijor or anizational
pr lems 'laced with scheduling a limited number or microcomputdrs,

-oft n just ono, throughout a school (Scott,. 1983b). Pint are the
pe agogical implications of these various .administrative constraints?

Further issues relate to the way computers are used at different
school levels. Is there a difference, for instance, in -usage between
primary, and secondary gchools, or between lower secondary and pre-
tertiary levels? Are computers used differently in the different content .

areas? And does the type of organization, noted above, affect usage at
different levels or in different subjects? Associated issues are how -to
implement the use of computers in schools and classrooms.

A major need also is to re-examine teaching strategies to take ac unt
of the impact that microcomputers are axing-in-sehoo s. Publishers
sometimes promote-the-use-0 computers to db the same kinds of things

before, frequently in thinly disguised yersions of the same,
wSy is previously, and often with no clear advantageS.

Some schoOls are experimenting, not in any controlled way, with the
use of different kinds of software, such as,,word processing, database
packages, and programming language a hether some of these
applications are more useful at certain le or in some subject fields_
and whether certain applications are more appropriate as an
introduction to computers are question's likely to emerge as schools
acquire more software and as different kinds of software are produced

4for educational use.

Outcomes
Of all the important questions and issues about computers in schools,
perhaps the most important would be expected to relate to outcomes. As
Roblyer and King (1983:2) remark:

It would be a shame if [computer] use were predicated on the basis of 'The
kids love it and we can tell just by watching them that they etre really
learning'.

The overriding impression, however, of schools computing in Australia,
and elsewhere, is that much current prhotice rests more upon faith than
upon a firm research foundation. This observation would, of coutse,
apply not only to computer education.

It seems reasonable to surmise that, in the immediate future, an
emerging issue must relate to the effectiveness of computers in schools.
As for some of the issues noted above, such a broad question is most
usefully subdivided into a number of more manageable questions.
92
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EITootivonoss might l'ir t be apprOximately equated with copiltiva I
outcomes --that is; with growth' in students',knowledge and lodrning,
Tht3n a frame rk, lie that , puts forward' by Taylor ,(1980) rind

.dlicussed in Chap could bo used to examine the effectiveness of
the cdmputer in the v rious modes Of tutor, tool, or tutee. There aro
other related issues, or instance, its Ballard (1983:13) highli'gh'ted

recently: . '
e

Computers in schools are already unintentionally beingusedin_a.waY-thitt-
reinforces sociallliviiiteaslaniiddle-ditisrareas, computers tend to be used
to-develop -Alifintsolving skills (the child programming the mach*);

. witile.in lower-chiss runs, they are being used for drill and practice activities,
(the machine progr mming the child).

Although -reference (was being made 'primarily to, observationsjn the
United States, the fact that it was raised within a local context suggests
the question as an emerging issue. here.,

Other issues relate to affective outcomes resulting from tip use of
computers in schools. For some, an important question is students'

attitudes to learning with comjters.. Again, such a question becomes
more defined by considering the various modes of computer usefor
example, as tutor, tool, .or t9tee-. Indeed, it more than likely that
students' attitudes will vary according to the',Nhys in which computerg
are employed- in schools. Mention has been made of the use cif
computers by boys ancl'girls, and so another issue concerns the attitudes N,

bf boys and girls to learning about, with, or from computers in schools.

Already suggestions are `being made that some computer 'activities,
especially games; are more designed to appeal 'to boys' interests, and
this is likely tp remain a continuing issue.

The attitude of teachers to the computer asjutoritoolitutee is yet
another issueIt was noted in Chapter 5 that many English and language

teachers are beconunn attracted to the use of the cdrnputer as a to
especially for word, processing, and that computers are being used in
conjunction with a process approach to students' wrjtten language. As is
obvious, pone of the energing issues dictissed in this chapter rests in
'isolation from other issues. Thus the attitude of teachers to computers is
enmeshed with how they are used, whidh in turn relates to cognitive and
affective/outcomes of students, and so on. Many interrelated issues are
often entangled within any single issue.

Evaluation
,

To conclude this brief ov rview of what appear to be some o(the



uninr.ging Wales In sultools computing, this review closes on What is a
recurring thenteL^. eomptite software,

Witila evaluation ancompoSses many of the issues already noted, an
important question concerns -tha very nature of dvaluation, criteria,
Wliat criteria, fir instance, 'aro to_be_.usecl-tb -evaluritc-software or"
coursetittre?--Theo lSrite-aciency for some to place major emphasis on

' the technical aspects of software; others regard computer software as
rot essentially, different from arty othbr instructional product; and, of.

,course, there are many Intermediate positions. Whatever users'
positions, the criteria to adopt when evalttating software are likely Co
remain continuing questions, and ones whieh, are not independent of
issued relating to approach,tottnsage,of computers, .

Related to evaluation,criteria is the issue of field testing of software,
While field-testing is usually conducted during software development, it
is essential also in the full evaluation of newly devCloped software.
Teacheri are well placed 'to participate in thi4 Isycle of -developing),
learning materials. Indeed they must be involved, for teachers. are the
crucial agents of change in schools computing.

;
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The Atuttralinn suppliers of loftWure, cotirseWitre, end other cortiputer:' *
related materials doserkbed in the review are listed in ord4r. of

uppettilince in the lom,
A, Britisfi Broadcasting Corporation, 'The Computer, Programme' (.10 -part

television, series); 'Making the Most of the ltilicro';Avallabla on VHS and
Bata formats throngli 13,,BC Entarprisas,-VVestfiald Tpwers; 1.00 William ,

Street; Sydney, Nevi South Wales 2000.
2 British Broadcasting Corporation., om u : Distributed by Barson

Computers, 335 Johnston Street, Abbots o , y lode 3067.
.3 Brikish Broadcasting Corporation, Boojcs and soft arm Available through

Pitmen House, 150 Bouverie Street, Carlton,.Vt Oita 3053,
4 Minnesota Educe tonal Computing. Consortium, ciursewara: Available

through Computarngq, PO.Box,44, Albert par , Victoria. 3206.
5 Five Ways. Software: AVailn61er from Heineman Publishers, PO. Box

,133, Richmond, Vletoria 312 . .

6 Angle Park Computing Centre (APCC). Software for both the Apple and,
1113C microcomputers: Enquiries to be directed to the. Angle, Park

. Computing Gentre, Trafford Street; Angle Park, Solith Auptralik5010,
7 Macquarie University; Student ASsessment Project: Further information

. front Professor N. Bapmgart, Schoql Of Education, Macquarie UntVerity,
. North.Rysie, New South Wales 21.11.-'
8 Archeological Seairh: Available for Apple and TRS-80 micro,ceinputers

from McGraw Hill, PO Box',239, East Roseville, Nevi Sd th ales

2069.-

9 Gold, Dust Island.: Available from Jaearanda Wiley, 65 P Road,
Milton, Queensland 4064: ..

10 Votoria. Education Department.. Reality in.,Maths Educatio Project:
Materials, available, through Victorian Government.' Bdokshop 41 St

fAndrewePlace, East Melbourne 3002k enquiries abotit the Project to
'directed to 'Mr I. Lowe, Education . Depai-tment of Victoria, .234
Queensberry Street, Carlton, Victoria 3051' .

11 Elizabeth Computer Centre. The First Fleet. Database: Convicts. and
Computers; Birds of Antarctica: Enquiries to be. directed, to Elizabeth
Computer Centre, Cnr WarWick and Murray- Streets, Hobart, Tasmania
7000..

12 South Australia. Edubation Department. Computdr awareness teacher
support material produced by Angle Park Computing Centre: Enquiries.

.about availability to be directed to Education di South
Austialia, 31 Flinders Street, Adelaide, South Australia 500.
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